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Abstract
The exponential growth in capacity demand and ubiquitous coverage/connectivity requirement of wireless cellular networks has shifted mobile network operators’ interest toward base
station densification. Base station densification is essential to meet the capacity demand and
coverage requirement by massive deployment of small cells by covering areas that are much
smaller as compared to the coverage area of macrocell base stations. Small cells are attractive choice for operators due to its low cost and ease of deployment, and flexible coverage
capability allowing them to reuse the available spectrum and thus increasing the area spectral
efficiency. However, the advantages of small cells could come short whenever neighboring
small cells compete to utilize common spectral resources that would result in severe interference. Also, centralized control for resource allocation can be infeasible due to potentially dense
and random deployment of small cells either by operators or customers. Hence, radio resource
management in small cell networks becomes essential to achieve the expected gains from small
cells.
In this regard, I propose a cooperative and collaborative resource management (CCRM)
framework that enables cooperative intra-connection among small cells of an operator and collaborative interconnection among multiple operators for proper utilization of network resources
(both infrastructures and spectrum). The cooperative resource management performed at the
network edge, i.e., among small cell access points, in-cooperates information exchange mechanism among small cells allowing them for distributed resource allocation to mobile stations.
The collaboration formation among multiple operators offers users with multi-operator small
cells support. This facilitates network users with an extension of network coverage and services
availability regardless of their operator’s network coverage, and evolves small cells to meet the
expectation of a networked society.
To look for distributed resource (subchannel) allocation, first, I study the performance of
best-response strategy as a game theoretic solution analyzed under the physical interference
model. However, in “traditional” best-response strategy, players are assumed to be coordinated
and restricted to take turns while updating their strategies. To overcome these requirements
ii

of coordination among players and restricting at most only one player to update their strategy,
I model strategy update criteria of players in a game such that multiple players can repeatedly and simultaneously take actions following best-response strategies. Through the proposed
algorithms, stochastic best-response distributed subchannel selection (SBDSS) and cooperative best-response distributed subchannel selection (CBDSS), I study for cases and associated
limitations when multiple players may update their subchannel allocation strategies that could
inevitably speed-up the convergence process to steady-state. In SBDSS, no information exchanges and coordination among players are required and each player updates its strategy of
subchannel selection following stochastic best-response. The randomness in strategy updates
result in uncoordinated sequential updates and avoids the problem of simultaneous moves that
would have resulted in oscillations between some set of strategy profiles. However, this results
in a slow convergence to steady-state. To speed-up the convergence, in CBDSS, I assume coordination among neighboring small cells to act cooperatively while best-responding to their
strategy. Here, I limit multiple players to update to the same strategy at a given time, such
that the number of players who can simultaneously update their strategy is equal to the number
of available strategies. This provides notable improvement in terms of rate of convergence to
steady-state.
Although the problem of distributed resource allocation can be addressed through the proposed schemes following best-response dynamics, the existence of a steady-state solution, i.e.,
a pure strategy Nash equilibrium, cannot be guaranteed. To guarantee for the existence of
a steady-state solution, I utilize the concept of marginal contribution and propose marginal
contribution-based best-response (MCBR) algorithm to cope with dynamic and limited information in the small cell network. Here, the objective is to find a distributed subchannel allocation that maximizes the welfare of the small cell network, defined as the total system capacity.
MCBR is theoretically proven to be an exact potential game, which is a class of potential game
that guarantees convergence to a pure strategy steady-state, i.e., the Nash equilibrium. I also
validate the convergence property and evaluate the performance through simulations for various
performance metrics.
Finally, to offer multi-operator small cells support, I formalize a mechanism for multioperator collaboration through negotiation to establish mutual agreement acceptable to each
involved party. This provides operators with collaboration gains, and motivates them to uti-
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lize their exclusively owned network resources to serve others’ subscribers. Such collaboration
would enable subscribers of one operator to utilize other operators’ network resources and maintain ubiquitous connectivity. Collaboration, in turn, enables: to enhance service levels to users
with improved network resources availability, to avoid situations of under-utilization of radio
network resources, to improve revenue generated by serving an increased market share, and
to create a bring-your-own-device environment by maintaining small cell network services to
subscribers regardless of coverage availability from their operator.
Keywords: Small Cells; Distributed Subchannel Selection; Game Theory; Best-Response
Strategy; Simultaneous Move; Cooperative Games; Non-Cooperative Games; Potential Games;
Marginal Contribution; Collaboration; Negotiation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The wireless cellular networks have witnessed an exponential growth in mobile data traffic,
mainly due to popularity of multimedia services and high data rate applications. Cisco’s visual
networking index (VNI) analysis for global mobile data traffic forecast [1] predicts that by
2020: the number of mobile connected devices per capita to reach 1.5, and global mobile data
traffic to grow nearly by 8-folds to 30.6 exabytes (1 exa = 1018 ) per month. Today, the users
of wireless cellular networks demands for more reliable services with high data rates, and thus
mobile network operators (MNOs) are compelled to upgrade their network for improved system
capacity and meet the increasing traffic demands.
The wireless cellular networks are changing its conventional topology and architecture from
voice-centric to data-centric, circuit switched to packet switched, and centrally optimized for
coverage towards capacity based deployment [2]. The wireless communications have evolved
accordingly, from the second generation (2G) systems of early 1990s where first digital cellular
technology was introduced, along with deployment of third generation (3G) systems with high
speed data networks followed by the fourth generation (4G) systems with mobile broadband
services. Next is the much anticipated fifth generation (5G), which is envisioned to provide
higher data rates, enhanced quality of experience (QoE) to users, reduced latency, improved
energy efficiency, etc [3]. The wireless technology evolution is shown in Fig 1.1 [4]. The figure
shows that fewer standards are being proposed for 4G than in previous generations where only
two candidates have being actively developed today: 3GPP LTE-Advanced and IEEE 802.16m.
The “Cooper’s law of spectral efficiency” by Martin Cooper, the inventor of first handheld cellular mobile phone states that, “The wireless capacity has doubled every two-and-a-half
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Figure 1.1: Wireless technology evolution.

years over the last 104 years”. This observation simply states that the maximum number of
voice/data transactions over the radio spectrum doubles every 30 months [5]. This translates to
an approximately million-fold system capacity growth since 1957, the invention of radio, and it
can be attributed to three main factors: densification of base stations, wider radio spectrum, and
improvement in link efficiency. Moreover, densification of base stations (BSs), which results in
smaller cell size with reduced transmitter-receiver distance, contributes to an enormous gain that
is mostly obtained by efficient spatial reuse of spectrum, i.e., improved area spectral efficiency
[5].
A primary technology for the densification of existing cellular networks is through massive
deployment of small cells [6, 7]. Small cells are generally short-ranged, low cost, and low
power BSs that are deployed to enhance radio coverage and capacity by covering areas that are
much smaller as compared to the coverage area of macrocell BSs (MBSs) [6]. Enhanced radio
coverage is to bring a new service (or level of service) to an area that had not experienced it
before, where as enhanced capacity provides a given level of service experience to increased
number of users in a given area. Due to the low cost and ease of deployment, small cells
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have been an attractive choice to MNOs to improve their cellular coverage, both outdoor as
well as indoor, such as: homes, offices, public hot-spots, etc. By reducing the cell size with
flexible coverage capability, MNOs can have much higher deployment density of small cells
and increase the area spectral efficiency through higher spectrum reuse [7]. However, the radio
resource management becomes critical issue in small cell networks (SCNs) whenever coexisting
small cell BSs (SBSs) compete for the reuse of same available spectral resources and may
experience severe interference, thus limiting their expected gains.

1.1

The Journey Towards Future Cellular Networks

The first generation (1G) of wireless telephone technology, introduced in 1980s, was analog
systems such as advanced mobile phone system (AMPS) and nordic mobile telephone (NMT).
They used frequency division multiplexing (FDM) to divide the spectrum bandwidth into specific frequencies to be assigned to individual calls.
The 2G wireless telephone technologies were characterized by digitization and compression of speech as compared to 1G, which provided only voice services based on analog radio
transmission techniques. It introduced short message service (SMS) followed by higher data
rate transmission for web browsing in subsequent technologies such as in general packet radio
service (GPRS).
The 3G offered much higher data rates as compared to its predecessors (peak data rate of 2
Mbps for indoor low mobility applications and 144 kbps vehicular) and enabled new services
such as global positioning system (GPS), mobile TV, video conferencing, etc [4]. It uses combination of circuit switching and packet switching for voice and data respectively. Moreover,
subsequent enhancements of 3G technologies supports packets data rate upto 14.4 Mbps, multimedia communication devices (e.g., mobile TV), video conferencing and several location based
services such as weather or traffic updates.
Finally, the 4G technology is characterized to provide enhanced peak data rates (1 Gbps for
low mobility and 100 Mbps for high mobility), low latency (transition from idle to connected,
< 100 ms, and dormant user to get synchronized, < 10 ms), improved spectral efficiency (15
bps/Hz in downlink for antenna configuration 4 × 4, and 6.75 bps/Hz in uplink for antenna
configuration 2 × 4)) and high mobility (upto 350 Kmph) to support advanced mobile services
and applications [4, 8]. The infrastructure of 4G is only packet-based (all-IP). It supports a
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wide variety of dedicated applications such as Internet protocol (IP) telephony, ultra-broadband
Internet access, high-definition television (HDTV), online gaming, content sharing, and social
networking, and introduces the concept of connectivity anytime and anywhere.
The 4G technology is evolving towards next generation, i.e., the 5G. Some of the key directions for such evolution are:
• dense deployment of small cells to enhance coverage and system capacity with introduction of features such as coordinated multi-point transmission and reception (CoMP) and
further enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (feICIC) that offer improvements in
cell edge performance
• increment of bandwidths in combination with carrier aggregation (CA), and
• introduction of low complexity type user equipment (UE) to accommodate large numbers
of UEs, such as through narrowband IoT (NB-IoT).
Table 1.1 briefly summarizes some of the key characteristics of wireless technologies from 1G
to 5G.

1.2

Research Trends for Future Cellular Networks

The expectations from future cellular networks grow rapidly as wireless communications become an integral part of our day-to-day activity. Some of the notable expectation from future
wireless networks are as follows [3, 6, 9]:
• Capacity and throughput improvement: 1000× of throughput improvement over 4G
• Network densification: 1000× higher mobile data per unit area, and 10000× higher number of connecting devices
• High data rate: 10 Gbps cell data rate
• Reduced latency: 1ms end-to-end latency, and
• Energy efficiency: 10× prolonged battery life
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Table 1.1: Key characteristics from 1G to 5G. [3, 9]

Generations

Key Characteristics

1G

Analog systems, voice only services

2G

Digital systems, voice services accompanied by SMS, wide deployment
around the world, simple multimedia services (MMS, web browsing, etc.)
Enhanced multimedia and video stream services (video conference, mobile

3G
TV, 3D gaming, etc.), high speed web
Flat IP-based architecture, data service of very high throughput, mobile
broadband everywhere (mobile multimedia, anytime anywhere connectivity,
4G
global mobility support, integrated wireless solution, and customized
personal services)
High data rate services, ubiquitous connectivity, extreme device connection
density, network densification, green communications, extremely low end5G
to-end service latency, advanced services and applications (e-health, M2M,
smart city, service-oriented communication, etc.), Internet of things (IoT)

Some of the enabling technologies to address those expectations include [3, 6, 9, 10]: network densification (spatial and spectral), cloud-based radio access network (C-RAN), wireless resource virtualization, full-duplex communication, massive multiple-input multiple-output
(massive-MIMO) and millimeter-wave (mm-wave) communications technologies. Approaches
to address the requirements of future cellular networks are described below.
Densification of Cellular Networks
MNOs are trying to satisfy the growing traffic demand [1] by deploying cells of various sizes,
i.e. densification of the existing cellular networks with massive deployment of small cells,
instead of utilizing only typical MBSs. As more and more devices will be sharing the spectrum,
dynamic radio resource management becomes critical in such dense environment to achieve the
expected enhanced capacity by densification of cellular networks [11].
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Channel Access Schemes
The advancement of radio access technologies (RATs) have led to improving service provision,
by spectrum management (reuse and access control), which has primarily been the outcome
of enhancement of spectrum access schemes from the frequency/time division multiple access
(FDMA/TDMA) and wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) to the orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) schemes [12]. In OFDMA, the available bandwidth
is divided into orthogonal subcarriers grouped as subchannels. OFDMA acts as multiple-access
by assigning users with different group of subchannels. Moreover, OFDMA exploits channel
variations in both frequency and time domains for the avoidance of interference, while code
division multiple access (CDMA) can only exploit the time domain [12].
Simultaneous Transmission and Reception
Full-duplex (FD) communication enables a wireless device to transmit and receive data simultaneously in the same frequency band at the same time. It has potential to promisingly increase the
spectral efficiency in point-to-point communication scenarios by factor of two and also improve
latency [13]. Considering the short-range and low transmit power of SCNs, FD technology are
practically beneficial in improving the spectral efficiency. However, interference management
in FD communication becomes significantly complex due to new interference situations, such
as self-interference generated due to internal interference between the transmitter and receiver
circuits [14].
Wireless Technologies
Massive-MIMO technologies provide higher spectral efficiency via multiplexing gains. MIMO
systems consists of large number of antennas at both the transmitter and receiver, and a greater
degree of freedom in wireless channels can be offered to accommodate for more data [15]. The
basic idea of massive-MIMO is that multi-user interference can be reduced as the number of
antennas at transceivers becomes large [16]. Thus, a large number of spatial-division multipleaccess users can be supported, and high data rate can be achieved.
mm-wave communication, in 30 and 200 GHz, provides with much more wider bandwidths
to accommodate the rapidly increasing traffic demands. Due to the limited range of mm-wave
signals, it will be suitable for SCNs, and along with high directional antennas it can provide im6

proved range and spatial separation. Combining mm-wave with spatial multiplexing gains from
massive-MIMO offer the possibility of spectral efficiency gain compared to the commercial
networks [14, 17].
Network Coding
The process of collision of signals can be considered as the process of network coding instead of
interference. This would save retransmission and increase the throughput and spectral efficiency
[18]. The BSs in a network perform one of more of the following roles: source of information
into the network, destination, and relays to help move information between source-destination
pairs. In network coding [19], relays send out functions of the packets they observe instead of
simply routing them.
Transmit Power Control and Interference Management Control
Transmit power control (TPC) approaches for interference avoidance focuses on regulating
transmit power of SBSs. Specially for dense deployed SBSs, users can avoid interference if
the transmit power of each SBS is optimized. Both co-tier and cross-tier interference can be reduced by controlling transmission power of SBSs and also provide with an opportunity to utilize
the entire spectrum with interference coordination [20]. In [21], initial power setting for SBSs
based on clustering is done opportunistically with the knowledge of number of active SBSs in a
cluster. Both centralized (macrocell sensing the cluster) and distributed (each small cell senses
for the same cluster) sensing approach can be applied to estimate the number of active small
cells per cluster, and then adjust initial power setting accordingly.
SCN includes operator deployed and owner deployed SBSs, where later has minimum intervention from the MNO. As a result, the SCN is characterized by randomly deployed uncoordinated SBSs. Co-channel deployment of SBSs achieves improved capacity but creates
interference issues whenever transmission among neighboring occurs on the same channel. Interference management is considered as one of the most technical challenges in SCNs, due to
dynamics of interference arising from several factors such as [22]: dynamic irregular coverage and load imbalance from varying transmit powers, multiple access policies, and prioritized
resource allocation strategies.
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Resource Allocation Management
One of key for area spectral efficiency is resource allocation management. Given issues such
as limited spectrum availability and low spectrum utilization, an efficient allocation of radio
resources is crucial in achieving high spectral efficiency. An improved resource utilization can
be obtained through flexible spectrum management [23], where MNOs have freedom to flexibly
allocate spectrum to the RATs they operate and to operate a RAT at various spectrum bands.
Access policies such as opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) [24] allows users to identify unused spectrum bands at a given time and place, and use them while maintaining interference
generated towards other users. Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) is one of basic mechanism
proposed as an inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) technique in OFDMA based wireless
networks [25] that divides the entire frequency spectrum into several sub-bands, which can be
assigned either to the inner or the outer region of the cell. It provides opportunity for interference management and enhance area spectral efficiency, where cell-edge users of adjacent cells
do not interfere with each other and interference received by (and created by) cell interior users
is reduced. However, it should be dynamic to consider varying spectrum utilization demands in
the network.
Cooperative Networks
Cooperative relay transmission is one of the most effective approaches to improve the capacity and coverage of wireless networks. Network densification [11] with large number of BSs
can incooperate multi-hop transmission [26], where signals can be forwarded from source to
relatively distant destination. Cooperative relaying is a promising technique to enhance spectral efficiency that can use neighboring BSs to forward data toward the destination in order to
achieve spatial diversity gain. The spectral efficiency is generally improved by introducing cooperative relaying into communication between an isolated source-destination pair. However,
in an interference-limited environment, such as in dense SCNs, cooperative relaying cannot
always improve the performance because of increased interference signal due to simultaneous
transmission of multiple BSs [27]. The benefits of SCNs come at the price of more complicated network architecture due to several features such as dense and random deployment of
BSs, intensity of interference, irregular coverage areas, limited transmit power, etc. The effect
of dynamic footprint of small cells due to lower transmit power, and intensity of small cells
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per unit area need to be considered for efficient spectral efficiency in cooperative networks with
small cells.
Multi-Operator Management
Multi-operator infrastructure and spectrum sharing provides virtualization of the shared physical network resources and enables efficient utilization of the available network resources [28].
Infrastructure sharing improves the coverage availability to users in an under-served areas [28]
while spectrum sharing provides opportunity to utilize under-utilized spectrum at various times
[29] in a multi-operator scenario in SCNs. However, proper negotiation and agreement are
needed to be reached before any collaboration between self-interested MNOs could take place,
as high spectrum prices make MNOs reluctant to share their resources with competitors.
Collaborative Networks
The spectrum and network infrastructure are deployed and owned by a single MNO in a given
location. In SCNs, multiple MNOs can co-exist operating on their dedicated spectrum to serve
their users. The service availability and performance of small cells can be affected due to some
faulty small cells. Moreover in some situations, services to an user might be barred due to
resource outage in high traffic demand situations. On the other hand, during low traffic periods,
all the SBSs belonging to several MNOs are unnecessarily required to be switched-on while
serving relatively low users. One of the solution to avoid such undesirable situations is to
switch small cell users to macro cell. However, the quality of service (QoS) from macrocell
could not be guaranteed, given situations such as the small cell users are located at cell edge of
macrocell coverage or congestion arising as to accommodate more number of users. One simple
solution to overcome such situation is to allow some nearby small cells to serve the users of the
faulty small cells [30]. Collaboration among MNOs with joint resource allocation and network
planning during low traffic periods would allow MNOs to switch-off some SBSs and serve the
users by a smaller number of active SBSs [31].
Cloud-Radio Access Network
The C-RAN concept is evolved from the distributed base station (DBS) architecture where the
baseband processing units (BBUs) responsible for baseband processing is moved to the cloud
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for centralized signal processing and management [32, 33]. The BBU pool in the cloud serves a
particular area that consists of remote radio heads (RRHs) of macro and small cells. In contrast
to the traditional 4G (e.g., LTE-A) architecture, where radio and baseband processing functionality is integrated inside the BS and inter-BS coordination is performed over X2 interface, the
baseband processing is performed in the cloud (e.g., BBU pool). The cloud is connected to
the mobile core network and BSs with the backhaul link and fronthaul link respectively. CRAN also significantly reduces the capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure
(OPEX) [3]. For example, C-RAN lowers the cost of baseband processing and reduces the
power consumption by performing load balancing and cooperative processing of signals from
several BSs. C-RAN based network architecture can facilitate resources sharing, i.e., spectrum
and infrastructure, among multiple operators. In such an architecture, a locally centralized collaborative resource allocation management among multiple operators can be employed to adapt
to dynamic resource demands across all connected RRHs of macro and small cells.

1.3

Resource Allocation in Cooperative and Collaborative MultiOperator

The necessity to fulfill the demand of high network traffic and data rates bring forth for BSs
densification [11]. Small cells, which are typically characterized as short-range coverage, and
low-powered radio access nodes, overlaid on macrocells, provide a more flexible and scalable
deployment by reusing the available radio resources. BS densification with deployment of small
cells help to decrease load of MBS, provide better link from reduced distance between serving
BS and mobile stations (MSs), and enhance network performance with improved capacity and
spectral efficiency [34].
Small cells can be deployed, by MNOs and users, within or to extend the range of a
macrocell coverage in a distributed and random fashion. Moreover, users can deploy it in
homes/offices and can even move it from one location to another. This in turns create a challenging problem for MNOs as it would require to manage radio resources dynamically [35]. The
advantages of small cells could come short in a dense network due to strong interference from
neighborhood small cells while utilizing the common radio resources [22]. It requires the necessity to be aware of its surrounding and should have distributed resource allocation technique
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to cope any interference. Interference in an OFDMA based networks can occur among network
users operating on the same subchannel [12]. Co-channel interference possess an increasingly
severe threat as deployment of small cells becomes dense in urban environment that consists of
large population of network users. Proper resource allocation to mitigate interference becomes
an important issue and a challenge as it limits both capacity and cellular coverage. Moreover,
random deployment of small cells by end-users particularly with co-channel spectrum allocation give rise to additional interference issues. The interference environment in SCNs become
quite different than in conventional cellular networks because of aforementioned issues.
Moreover, utilizing centralized approach to determine efficient resource allocations would
require a central authority to maintain complete knowledge and communication with individual
SBSs. Such requirements may not be desirable when we consider randomly deployed large
number of individual entities due to computational complexity of centralized solution [36]. For
example, consider a SCN with 20 small cells and five channels. In the simplest scenario in which
each small cell choosing only one channel for transmission, the number of all possible channel
selection profiles is 520 ≈ 9.53×1013 , for which it is hard to achieve the optimal solutions using
conventional optimization approaches. In order to enable distributed resource allocation, each
SBS must be aware of its environment and posses self-organizing ability to cope with interferes.
As the numbers and location of SBSs become unpredictable, MNOs should consider distributed
network planning approach allowing SBSs to self-organize by learning their environment, and
gradually perform resource allocations for their users.
Proper resource allocation management need to consider minimization of interference as
much as possible while maximizing the spectral reuse. Resource allocation management for
small cells are more complicated with dense and random deployment, as co-existence/ neighboring small cells would create stronger interference and complicate the radio resource allocation process. Resource allocation for SCNs should be dynamic to compensate for varying number of small cells. As a result, the expected benefits from SCNs could be limited if deployed
small cells acts non-cooperatively while utilizing the common resources for serving their subscribed users. In such a non-cooperative network, each SBS accounts only for its own QoS
while ignoring interference it generates at other SBSs. Here, the interference between small
cells becomes a serious problem, as the intensity of small cells increases while the spectrum
resources remains limited, that can significantly reduce the network capacity. Without cooper-
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ation framework among SBSs, SBSs acting rationally could induce significant interference and
result to limited network capacity. Specially, at hot-spots with dense MSs, SCN accumulate
extremely high capacity demand and may fail to guarantee proper service to all users if acted
upon without cooperation.
The demands of network resources in the wireless cellular networks have grown radically
to keep users experience at a satisfactory level, as the mobile usage and contents increase exponentially with new applications. Up to now, the evolution in network architectures, such as
in 3G and 4G, have been able to fulfill the ever-increasing needs of high data rates. However,
the long anticipated 5G and future networks will need to offer improved coverage and capacity, as well as improved network resource usage, to meet the expectation of networked society
with ubiquitous coverage and services availability. This may not be simply obtained from an
upgrade of the radio networks. In order to fulfill that, 5G and future networks need to undergo
a paradigm shift with improved management of available network resources utilization in order
to achieve reliable, ubiquitous, broadband connectivity, and provision of demanding services.
This would require some revolutionary changes in network architecture and management policies in order to cope with diverse use case scenarios. A converged environment of multiple
operators with provision of multi-operator support through collaboration is necessary to deliver
ubiquitous coverage/connectivity requirement from the wireless cellular networks.

1.4

Research Vision, Purpose and Objectives

In wireless cellular networks, area spectral efficiency is used to quantify the spatial spectral
utilization efficiency [37]. The radio spectrum is systematically reused at different geometrical areas, i.e. co-channel cells [38], and such co-channel cells are systematically separated
by a minimum reuse distance such that their transmissions will not dominantly interfere each
other. Area spectral efficiency depends upon factors such as channel access schemes [39] and
radio resource management [40]. Since, the system capacity depends on bandwidth, spectral
efficiency, and spatial reuse, in this dissertation I look upon to enhance the system capacity
of small cell networks through dynamic radio resource management, i.e., with improved area
spectral efficiency [5].
The dissertation vision is to improve area spectral efficiency of the small cell networks.
To accomplish the above vision, the dissertation introduces a “cooperative and collaborative
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resource management (CCRM)” framework for small cell networks, which belong to multioperator, to enhance the network spectral efficiency through proper resources utilization along
with providing improved user experience.
The objectives of this dissertation are summarized as below.
1. To propose an efficient framework for enabling cooperative and collaborative resource
management, i.e., proper radio resource utilization among multi-operator in small cells;
(Materials related to this objective appears in Chapter 3, and in publication papers [1],
[3], and [7])
2. To advance an efficient cooperative resource allocation scheme within small cell networks
of multi-operator; (Materials related to this objective appears in Chapter 4, and in publication papers [1], [2], [4], [5], and [8])
3. To introduce an efficient multi-operator collaboration scheme based small cell networks.
(Materials related to this objective appears in Chapter 5, and in publication papers [1],
[3], and [7])

1.5

Dissertation Outline

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2, Background and System Model
In this chapter, first of all some background on small cell networks is presented. Moreover, the technological evolution of small cells features are explained in detail, along
with operators’ and subscribers’ perspective towards small cells. Some key technical
challenges prevalent in small cell networks are also described. Next, the system model
that includes channel model and radio resource scenarios are explained. Finally, brief
introduction to several elements of game theory to be considered in this dissertation are
provided.
• Chapter 3, Cooperative and Collaborative Resource Management Framework
In this chapter, the framework that enables cooperative and collaborative resource management is introduced, and functionality of its several elements are briefly discussed. First
13

of all, a general network architecture of multi-operator small cell networks is presented,
where benefits associated with this model is explained in detail. Second, a functional architecture for small cells of operators is introduced where small cells are categorized into
three groups depending upon their functionality. Finally, the system architecture of cooperative and collaborative resource management framework provides overall control flow
for performing cooperative radio resource allocations among small cells of a operator and
collaboration formation among multiple operators.
• Chapter 4, Cooperative Resource Allocation Management and Control
In this chapter, I look upon the problem of distributed resource allocation among small
cells. Based on game theoretic approach, I consider solution to the problem in both
cooperative and non-cooperative small cell networks. I look upon effects of several factors such as: limitation to information exchange and coordination. Most importantly, I
propose marginal-contribution-based best-response algorithm, which is proved to be an
exact potential game and thus guarantee convergence to steady-state allocation. Through
simulations, I verify its performance and significance as compared to other approaches.
• Chapter 5, Collaborative Multi-Operator Management and Control
In this chapter, the collaboration formation process among multiple operators are discussed in detail. First of all, necessary factors to determine the policy profile of an operator is examined. Depending on the policy profile, in order to reach an agreement with
other operators for collaboration, the model for negotiation is introduced. The negotiation model is essential in such that it provides opportunity for both participants to reach
to an agreement confirming both benefits from collaboration. Simulation results indicates
several key aspects of collaboration among multiple operators.
• Chapter 6, Conclusion
In this chapter, I briefly summarize the works in this dissertation and present possible
guidelines for future works.
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Chapter 2
Background and System Model
2.1

Introduction

Small cells are fully featured, short range BSs used to complement cellular service from larger
macrocell BSs. These range from very compact residential femtocells to larger equipment used
at commercial offices or outdoor public spaces. They offer excellent mobile phone coverage
and data speeds at home, in the office and public areas for both voice and data. Small cells have
been developed for both 3G and the newer 4G/LTE radio technologies [34]. Traditionally, the
term small cells were used as an “umbrella term” that comprised of micro-, pico- and femtocells, and were used to complement services to users from larger MBSs. Although there were no
specific definition of small cells, 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) had classified them
into different categories based on various parameters such as transmit power level, coverage
range, number of serviced users and deployment policies [41].
• Microcells are small counterparts to the large macrocells, and are usually aimed to enhance capacity in dense urban areas where macrocell coverage is insufficient.
• Picocells are relatively low transmit power BSs as compared to microcells, and are typically equipped with omni-directional antennas that can be deployed by operators in both
indoor and outdoor hot-spots in a planned manner.
• Femtocells are “plug-and-play” BSs equipped with omni-directional antennas with much
smaller transmit power and coverage range as compared to picocells. They are mostly
intended for residential purpose indoor applications that are deployed and managed by
15

Table 2.1: General cellular network specifications.

General Cellular Network
Macrocell

Microcell

Picocell

Cellular structure

Femtocell

Multi-tier

Target coverage

Wide area [42]

BS density

High density

Indoor

suburbs [41]

office/home [42]

high [43]

very high [43]

Urban [41]

Low [42]

moderate [43]

BS installation

Operator [41]

BS deployment

Owner [41]

Planned [41]

Unplanned [41]

Transmit power [41] (W)

10 − 50+

1 − 10

0.25 − 1

0.001 − 0.25

Coverage range [41] (m)

8000 − 30, 000

200 − 2000

100 − 200

10 − 100

2000+

100 − 2000

30 − 100

1 − 30

Supported MSs [41]
Cellular technology

3G/4G [34]

Spectrum band
Channel bandwidth (MHz) [42]
Number of subchannels [42]
Connection

Licensed [42]
1.4

3

5

10

15

20

1.4

3

5

10

15

20

1.4

3

5

10

15

20

1.4

3

5

10

15

20

6

15

25

50

75

100

6

15

25

50

75

100

6

15

25

50

75

100

6

15

25

50

75

100

Fiber, DSL, cable and wireless [44, 45]

subscribers.
The comparison for some key specifications of general cellular network (above mentioned small
cells and macrocell network) is summarized in Table 2.1.
As the underlying femtocell technology expanded to address wider scope, the term small cell
was adopted to cover all aspects to work in general for any of the above mentioned technologies.
They would incorporate their primary feature, i.e., to assist the macrocell, as well as other
small cells. The future cellular networks can be simplified to networks consisting primarily of
macrocells and small cells. In more general term, small cells can be coined for a low powered
BSs with adaptive footprint, within ten to hundred of meters, which primarily coordinate with
each other in vicinity to complement services to mobile users. They will consist of BSs capable
of flexible coverage, and their indoor and outdoor deployment offers advantages to cellular
coverage and capacity, overcoming penetration loses and assisting with spectrum reuse. In other
words, it can be considered as an improvised version of traditional femtocells as summarized in
Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Femtocell and small cell specifications.

Femtocell

Small Cell
Indoor

Target coverage

Indoor
and outdoor [44]

BS density

very high

very high [43]
Mixed of operator

BS installation

Owner
and owner [44]
Mixed of planned

BS deployment

Unplanned
and unplanned [44]

Coverage range (m)

10 - 100

10 − 100 [46]

Cellular technology

3G/4G

4G and Wi-Fi [47]
Licensed and

Spectrum band

Licensed
unlicensed [47]

Channel bandwidth (MHz) [42]
Number of subchannels [42]

1.4

3

5

10

15

20

1.4

3

5

10

15

20

6

15

25

50

75

100

6

15

25

50

75

100

Connection

2.2

Fiber, DSL, cable and wireless [44, 45]

Small Cell Networks

The advancement in wireless technologies with new services and applications have witnessed
an exponential growth in network traffic, and to meet those expectations and features bring
forth to heterogeneous networks that consists of the traditional macrocells along with other
low power nodes. Among other capacity enhancement approaches, network densification, with
deployment of large number of small cells through spatial reuse, is considered as the most
promising solution to meet the predicted traffic demands [5]. Primarily, the idea of small cell
was introduced to reduce the load of macrocell.
The deployment of SBSs are predicted to be much denser than the conventional deployment
of MBSs [11], as it offers more flexible deployment opportunities with smaller footprints. BS
densification with dense deployment of small cells will decrease load per MBS, as well as
provide better link from reduced distance between serving BS and users. This initiates flexibility
in deployment and enhance the network performance with improved capacity and area spectral
efficiency. This will enable MNOs to extend their network coverage and enhance capacity to
the under-served locations and dissatisfied users.
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While the coverage can be improved with deployment of small cells at the desired locations,
the reduction of cell size can improve the area spectral efficiency, provided that it can achieve
high and efficient spectrum reuse. The SCNs fit in by providing MNOs with a cost effective
solution to fulfill these requirements as it uses the same interfaces as MBSs. Small cells can
backhaul to the cellular operator core network through connections such as fiber, digital subscriber line (DSL), or over a separate dedicated radio frequency (RF) channel. Thus, it can
easily integrate, coexist and cooperate with the existing macrocell networks [41].
They are portable and comparatively cheaper alternative to MBSs, with attractive features
that includes self-configuring, self-organizing and self-healing capabilities. This means that
they are capable to sense, learn and respond according to their dynamic environment. As a
result, they can be deployed in desired locations to leverage current infrastructure, while taking users densities, traffic demands and radio propagation conditions into account [44]. This
capability favors small cells among operators to achieve overall reduction in infrastructure,
maintenance and operational costs.

2.2.1

Small Cells: Over the Years

The concept of home BS (HBS) dates back to 1999 [48] when Alcatel announced a global
system for mobile (GSM) based HBS compatible with existing standard GSM phones to be
launched into market in 2000. Their demonstration units worked through a plane old telephone
system (POTS) line, but were unable to succeed commercially in market due to high deploying and operating cost compared to the advantages they provided at the time. In 2005, the
term femtocell was adopted and became recognized as an autonomous and self-adaptive HBS
[48]. Eventually, “Femto Forum” (www.femtoforum.org) was formed in 2007 as a non-forprofit membership organization to advocate, regulate and standardize the technology among
different vendors, mobile operators and infrastructure manufacturers. Later in 2012, “Femto
Forum” were recognised as “Small Cell Forum” (www.smallcellforum.org) to represent femtocell technology, which was originally designed for indoor home environment, as well as other
more general technologies intended for enterprise and outdoor environments [49].
The standardization efforts of small cell technology has been ongoing since 3GPP release
8. 3GPP release 8 introduced closed subscriber group (CSG) access control, an important functionality that allows only subscribed users to connect to the small cell [50]. All request from
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unauthorized users are rejected such that only subscribed users of the CGS can access the small
cell. Later in 3GPP release 9, open subscriber group (OSG) access mode and hybrid access
mode were added to the list of access modes [50]. In open access mode, all users are treated
equally and allowed to access a small cell to benefit from its service. While in hybrid access
mode, unsubscribed users not in the CSG can get limited service from a small cell, with preference given to the subscribed users.
Interference management functionality was subsequently introduced enabling increased spectral efficiency that can be achieved. ICIC [51] was introduced in 3GPP release 8 to reduce
interference at the cell edges, which was later evolved to enhanced ICIC (eICIC) and feICIC.
ICIC enabled small cells to communicate via the X2 interface to mitigate inter-cell interference
by optimizing scheduling for users at the cell edges. Both, eICIC (introduced in 3GPP release
10) and feICIC (introduced in 3GPP release 11), uses cell range expansion (CRE) technique to
increase the coverage area and reduce interference at the cell edge of small cells. The major
change introduced in eICIC is the addition of time domain ICIC, which is realized through use
of almost black subframes (ABSs). ABS includes only control channels and cell-specific reference signals, no user data, and is transmitted with reduced power. When eICIC is used, the
macrocell transmits ABS according to a semi-static pattern. The macrocell informs small cells
about the ABS pattern so that it can serve its users, typically in the CRE region, during these
subframes. Such capabilities allow users to be offloaded from the macrocell to the small cell.
feICIC focuses on interference handling through inter-cell interference cancellation for control
signals, enabling even further CRE.
CA was introduced in 3GPP release 10 [52], to increase the total bandwidth available to
users. Some simple concept of CoMP were introduced in 3GPP release 11 [53]. CoMP coordinates transmission and reception between different transmitting and receiving BSs through
the use of load balancing, coordinated scheduling, and transmit power control. Through CoMP,
a number of transmission/reception points (i.e., small cells or RRHs) can be coordinated to
provide service to a user. However, it requires that the BSs are synchronized.
Recently, network sharing was introduced in 3GPP release 13 [54], where two approaches
were introduced: multiple operator core network (MOCN) and gateway core network (GWCN).
It enables multiple operators to share their network resources. While MOCN configuration
considers only the RAN elements to be shared, GWCN configuration allows operators to share
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both RAN and core network functions.

2.2.2

Operators’ and Subscribers’ Perspective

Considering the demand to meet an exponentially growing data rate, operators are striving to
adopt networks that can increase coverage and reuse spectrum in cost effective fashion. As
mentioned earlier, network densification with small cells can enable MNOs to improve coverage as well as area spectral efficiency. Moreover, as small cells are integrated into the overlaying
macrocell networks, they rely on the existing network resources and infrastructures. This reduces the CAPEX for new site installation and spectrum acquisition in SCNs. Moreover, SBSs
are connected to the operator’s core network via IP based backhaul. It saves the backhaul cost
for operator since the traffic can be carried over existing wired broadband connections.
More generally, SCNs can be characterized by the deployment of large number of BSs,
whose coverage footprint is much smaller to that of the macrocell. Depending upon the use
cases, the SCNs can be deployed indoor, outdoor, and the combination of indoor and outdoor
[41]. Small cells are categorized into three different location-centric categories: residential for
home applications, enterprise/indoor for small business, and outdoor for users in public places.
The installations of SBSs can be either by operators or subscribers, which in turn can be
combination of planned and unplanned deployment depending upon the use cases. Moreover,
SBSs are intended to be “plug-and-play” devices, that are facilitated with self-configuration and
self-recovery features to over come failures. This will allow them to autonomously adapt to the
changes in their environment.
They can operate in both licensed and unlicensed spectrum over a range of of hundreds of
meters in urban areas as compared to kilometers in some rural areas with low density population.
Restrictions can be applied on who can access to a small cell, open or restricted access. The
access policy to small cells can either be open to all users, limited only to subscribed users, or
hybrid, where conditional access to small cells are allowed to unsubscribed users.
Table 2.3 summarizes some of the key important benefits of small cells from the perspective
of subscribers and operators.
From operators’ point-of-view, small cells promotes expansion of their radio networks, in
terms of coverage and capacity, without any need for investment in new equipment and infrastructures, such as acquisition of new sites, installation of BSs towers or expansion of backhaul.
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Table 2.3: Benefits of small cells from the perspective of operators and subscribers.

Operators

Subscribers

Lower CAPEX

Increased data rate

Lower operational expenditure

Lower end-to-end latency

Offload macrocell traffic

Seamless connectivity

Increased spectrum reuse

Increased security

Increased coverage and capacity

Ability for access modes
Improved macrocell indoor

Lower power consumption
coverage as relay node

At the mean time, other operational expenses are low, such as the energy consumption at the
radio network is limited. It helps MBSs by increasing system capacity, such as by offloading
portion of those traffics originating from indoor. Moreover, the system capacity increases in
terms of spectrum, since the available spectral resources are reused more frequently.
From the subscribers’ point-of-view, small cells help to bring the BSs closer to the users.
It achieves increased data rates and lower end-to-end latency as compared to the conventional
macrocell networks. It has significance at indoor locations where macrocellular signal strength
is poor and mobile connectivity is limited, thus improving both data and voice rate services.
As it can be used as a relay node, subscriber can extend the macrocellular coverage by using
his/her own small cells. It also offers increased security along with the capability to operate in
different access modes, thus enabling selected group with access permissions.

2.2.3

Technical Challenges

The massive and random deployment of small cells give rise to several technical challenges.
Since the SBSs can be deployed by subscribers, the location of SBSs are randomly distributed
and their coverage area may overlap. Moreover, due to dense deployment of small cells, centralized coordination mechanisms among small cells are unfeasible. With such dense deployment,
small cells require high immunity to interference that is prevalent in cellular networks because
the spectral resources are limited and usually shared. As a result, random deployment of small
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cells within macrocell coverage, particularly with co-channel spectrum allocation, give rise to
severe interference issues. The resource allocation management in SCNs become quite different than in conventional cellular networks because of aforementioned issues. Hence, efficient
resource allocation for interference management is a critical issue as it affects both system capacity and cellular coverage restrictions [20]. This in turns create a challenging problem for
operators to manage their network resources efficiently in order to achieve desired gains from
small cells deployment.
Some of the key challenges in SCNs include access policy, self organization, handover and
mobility management, resource allocation and interference management, etc. The overview of
some technical challenges occurring in SCNs are provided here.
Access Policy
How should a dense SCNs provide access to users? In closed access mode, small cells has
limited subscription to only subscribed users providing privacy and security. Any unsubscribed
users near small cell receiving high signal level would experience interference [20]. While open
access mode provide resource allocation to unsubscribed nearby macrocell users. Open access
mode is more likely to be a preferable choice at public places, rather by paying home users
requiring to share his/her resources. A simple approach for cell association in such mode would
be to assign users to the SBSs with highest signal level. Hybrid access mode provides access to
certain unscribed users with nearby small cell resources. But the subscribed users get to have
more preference over the unsubscribed users’ level of service. Preferential charging and preferential treatment for subscribed users over unsubscribed users is presented in [50]. However,
increasing the number of outsiders to access small cell resources would have negative performance experience to the subscribed users. Beside providing opportunity to reduce macrocell
load, the higher number of users can increase traffic at the backhaul while raising privacy concerns to subscribed users [5]. Moreover, the availability of spectral resources at the serving
SBS remains a strong limiting factor for granting access to large number of users. SBSs should
be able to optimize the number of users maintaining performance priority of subscribed users.
Such that any service to unsubscribed users should be rejected or handed over to macrocell or
other SBSs, giving priority to the subscribed users. Nevertheless, the admission of a user to
small cells is conditional to the access policy and the availability of spectrum resources at the
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Figure 2.1: Access policy for UEs in SCN [50].
serving SBS. Figure 2.1 illustrates the three access modes in small cell environment.
Self Organization
The number and positions of small cells within/outside a macrocell coverage area are random
and are not location constrained. They must support “plug-and-play” operation with capability
to self organize for enabling efficient scalable deployment and maintenance [55]. Self organization in small cells will reduce the OPEX for SCNs. Self organization in SCNs mainly
comprises of self configuration, self optimization and self recovery [42]. Self configuration for
small cells will be required whenever adding or moving to a new site, rebooting and modifying
network features. Configurations to basic parameters such as pilot transmit power and neighbor
list needs to be performed before operation and optimization. Self optimization is a continuous
phase of accessing to information on network parameters (such as transmit power, resources,
access modes, handovers, etc) and guarding small cells to be operating at an acceptable level.
Self recovery process is required to resolve problem occurred due to unpredictable events and
proceed the small cells back to normal operation. Such self organization operations would minimize the human intervention for proper network operation, and that would in return provide
with significant reduction in the operational and maintenance costs.
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Handover and Mobility Management
An efficient handover and mobility management scheme in SCNs (among small cell-to-small
cell) would be necessary for mass deployment of small cells [56]. Several handover mechanism
are proposed taking into account multiple comparing factors such as service quality and speed
of users [57], and received signal strength (RSS) and velocity of users [58]. The number of
handovers taking place in open access would be significantly large as compared to closed and
hybrid modes. While channel fluctuations may cause a passing users under open access mode
of small cell to perform multiple handovers. To minimize such multiple handovers to take place,
[35] proposes reducing the pilot power when no active users are present. The schemes should be
able to reduce signaling and network complexity, deal with different access policies and provide
with proper resource allocation beforehand to perform efficient handover.
Resource Allocation and Interference Management
Interference management among neighboring small cells is considered as one of the most important technical challenges in SCNs. The dense deployment of small cells, with co-channel
deployment is a preferable choice among operators for improving overall system capacity and
reusing the available spectral resources. With such deployment, SCNs would require high immunity to interference that is prevalent in cellular networks, because the spectral resources are
limited and shared [59]. Interference at both co-tier (between small cells) and cross-tier (between small cells and macrocells) possess an increasingly severe threat as deployment of small
cells becomes denser in urban environment, consisting of dense population of network users
[42]. The dense and random deployment of small cells, particularly with co-channel spectrum
allocation, would give rise to severe interference issues. This in turns becomes a challenging
problem for MNOs to manage spectrum allocation, as proper resource allocation is a critical
issue as it affects both system capacity and cellular coverage restrictions. Distributed resource
allocation schemes are required that could satisfy the QoS requirements of the small cell users
and at the same time enhance the capacity and coverage of the SCN.
Thus, SCNs are a paradigm shift from the conventional cellular network and pose many new
challenges in optimal performance. In this context, I address proper management of resources to
enhance the area spectral efficiency in SCNs. In the rest of the dissertation, I model, analyze and
study for efficient schemes for resource allocations in SCNs (both single and multi-operator). I
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Figure 2.2: System model.
use game theoretic approach to model for strategic interactions and resource allocations among
small cells in a neighborhood.

2.3
2.3.1

System Model
System Model

I consider downlink subchannel allocation in an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) based SCN that consists of downlink transmission links from the transmitting SBS
to the receiving MS as shown in Figure 2.2. Let N = {1, . . . , N } be the set of SBSs, and
S
M = {1, . . . , M } be the set of MSs. Then, ∀n ∈ N , M = N
n=1 Mn , and Mn = |Mn | is the
number of MSs associated with SBS n. Here, a link i ∈ M is between one transmitting SBS
and one receiving MS. Hence, the total number of links corresponds to M . Channel bandwidth
B of the OFDMA network is divided into K subchannels. The set of subchannels are denoted
as K = {1, . . . , K}, with each subchannel having bandwidth of B/K.
Consider hii,k be the channel gain for transmission on link i (i.e., the channel gain of the
transmitting SBS for link i to the receiving MS of link i on subchannel k ∈ K). Hence, hi0 i,k

represents the channel gain of the interference from the transmitting SBS for link i0 to the
receiving MS of link i on subchannel k.
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In this work, I consider the physical interference model, which takes into account interference produced by all other links. Here, I assume that SBS n transmit simultaneously to multiple
MSs, Mn ∈ Mn , using OFDM subchannels, and each MS uses only one subchannel. The maximum transmit power, Pmax , of SBS is divided equally among the subchannels. Hence, the
transmit power for link i on subchannel k from transmitting SBS n is given by
Pi,k =

Pmax
min{Mn , K}

(2.1)

where, min{Mn , K} is the active number of subchannels. Now, the downlink SINR for link i
on subchannel k is given by
Pi,k hii,k
Ii,k + σ 2

γi,k =

(2.2)

where Ii,k is the downlink co-channel interference of link i on subchannel k, i.e., Ii,k is the sum
of the co-channel interference from all other links using the same subchannel k,
X
Ii,k =
Pi0 ,k hi0 i,k

(2.3)

i0 6=i

and σ 2 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) power.
From Shannon theory, the capacity for link i on subchannel k is
Ci,k =

B
log2 (1 + γi,k )
K

(2.4)

Summing the capacity over all links and over all subchannels, total capacity of the network
is given by
C=

2.3.2

XX
i

k

Ci,k

(2.5)

Radio Resource Scenarios

Three general radio resource scenarios in a SCN can exist depending upon number of subchannels and MSs associated per SBS as illustrated in Figure 2.3.
The first scenario in Figure 2.3 (a), sparse, consists of SBSs such that the number of subchannels are greater than MSs per SBS i (i.e., K > Mi ) for all i ∈ N .
The second scenario in Figure 2.3 (b), moderate, consists of SBSs such that the number of
subchannels are less/equal to MSs per SBS i (i.e., K ≤ Mi ) and the number of subchannels are
greater than MSs per SBS j (i.e., K > Mj ), for all i, j ∈ N .
Finally the third scenario in Figure 2.3 (c), dense, consists of SBSs such that the number of
subchannels are less/equal to MSs per SBS i (i.e., K ≤ Mi ) for all i ∈ N .
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Figure 2.3: Radio resource scenarios: (a) sparse, (b) moderate, and (c) dense.

2.4

Game Theoretic Framework

Game theory (GT) [60] represents a branch of mathematics, which analyzes models of optimal
decision-making in condition of conflicts. In short, GT is a study of rational decision-makers’
strategic interactions. It had been used primarily in economics for modeling competition between companies. However, it’s applications range appears much wider, from operational research (a science originally intended for planning and conducting military operations) to areas
of politics, biology and more. John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern introduced an idea
of general theory of games, which proposed that most economic questions should be analyzed
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as games in there 1944 book: Theory of Games and Economic Behavior [61].
Depending on the number of players, a game can be zero-sum game and non-zero-sum game
[60]. Strategy sets of decision-makers can be finite or infinite. Also, decision-makers can act
independently or form coalitions; the corresponding models represent non-cooperative games
and cooperative games respectively. Decision-makers in the game can have complete or partial
incoming information. Generally, the solution of a game is called an equilibrium, a steady-state,
while one can choose among various concepts of an equilibrium (such as Nash equilibrium and
correlated equilibrium [60]).

2.4.1

Non-Cooperative and Cooperative Games

A game can be either non-cooperative or cooperative based on the behavior of players [62].
Every player’s incentive is to maximize their payoffs. In a cooperative game, players form
agreement and their strategy involves payoffs obtained among themselves [63]. The players in
cooperative game form group or subgroups among themselves as the unit of analysis through
necessary cooperative agreements. While in non-cooperative games, players’ actions do not
concern for payoffs of others, i.e., they act in their self interest, such that they are motivated
for their own best outcome in the game [62]. The players in non-cooperative games are selfish,
each looking to improve its own payoff and not taking into account others involved in the game.
So, non-cooperative GT studies strategic actions that results from interactions among rational players, where each player’s action is to improve own performance (utility) or reduce
own loss (costs). On contrary, cooperative GT describes outcomes that result when the players
come together in different combinations. The main branch of cooperative games describes the
formation of cooperating groups of players, referred to as coalitions, which can strengthen the
players positions in a game [63].

2.4.2

Preliminary Definitions

A basic notion of GT comprises of players (decision-makers), strategies (actions), and payoffs
(utilities).
Formally, a game is defined as G = hI, {Si }i∈I , {ui }i∈I i, or simply , G = hI, {Si }, {ui }i,
where
• I = {1, . . . , I} is the set of players,
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3, 3
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Fink (s2)

5, 0

1, 1

Figure 2.4: Prisoners’ dilemma game.
• Si is the set of strategy (actions) for each player i ∈ I, and
• ui is the payoff received by player i ∈ I.
The strategy profile SI consists of all players’ strategies, i.e., SI =

Q

i∈I

Si . For si ∈ Si , s =

(si )i∈I ∈ SI , such that s = (si , s−i ) = (s1 , . . . , sI ) ∈ SI , and s−i = (s1 , . . . , si−1 , si+1 , . . . , sI ) ∈
SI\{i} , where players other than some given player i is denoted by −i.
Throughout the work in this dissertation, I consider the set of M players, i.e. SBS to MS
links, where players other than some given player i is denoted by “−i”. The strategy Si =
{1, 2, . . . , K} is a set of available actions (subchannels) for each player i ∈ M. The strategy
Q
profile SM consists of all players’ strategies, i.e., SM = i∈M Si . For si ∈ Si , s = (si )i∈M ∈
SM , such that s = (si , s−i ) = (s1 , . . . , sM ) ∈ SM , and s−i = (s1 , . . . , si−1 , si+1 , . . . , sM ) ∈
SM\{i} . For simplicity, I use S and S−i to denote SM and SM\{i} respectively. The utility
function of player i, ui : Si → R, maps the strategy profile to a real value R, which indicates
the preferences over the set of strategy profiles.
The example of Prisoners’ dilemma [60] below shows a game with set of two players and
two strategies.
Example 2.1 (Prisoners’ dilemma): Consider a game G with two suspects (Bob and Al) of
a major crime are held in separate cells. The detective do not have enough evidence to convict
either of them of the crime unless one of them acts as an informer against the other (finks). If
they both stay quiet, each will be released, and split the proceeds of their crime. If only one of
them finks to witness against the other, he will be freed and use entire proceeds of the crime.
If both of them finks, then both of them are convicted but given a reduced term. The game is
represented in Figure 2.4, the two rows correspond to the possible strategies of Bob, the two
columns corresponds to the two possible strategies of Al, and the numbers in each box are the
payoffs to the corresponding strategy profile, with Bob’s payoff listed first.
Now given opponents’ strategies, player i selects a strategy among all available strategies
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such that its own utility is maximized, i.e., player i prefer strategy si to s0i if ui (si , s−i ) ≥
ui (s0i , s−i ). Such a strategy is called best-response strategy of i which is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1: [64] The best-response (BR) strategy, bri (s−i ), of player i to the profile
of strategies s−i played by all other opponents, where s−i = (s1 , . . . , si−1 , si+1 , . . . , sM ), is a
strategy si such that,
bri (s−i ) = arg max ui (si , s−i )
si ∈Si

(2.6)

where ui is the utility of player i and Si is the set of possible strategies of player i.
Now, for the Prisoners’ dilemma game, preference orderings for Bob denoted by utility
function u1 is
u1 (F ink, Quiet) > u1 (Quiet, Quiet) > u1 (F ink, F ink) > u1 (Quiet, F ink)
Similarly, the preference orderings for Al denoted by utility function u2 is
u2 (F ink, Quiet) > u2 (Quiet, Quiet) > u2 (F ink, F ink) > u2 (Quiet, F ink)
Given that there exists mutual BR strategies, then no player will have incentive to deviate from
their strategy profile. Nash equilibrium (NE) is a fundamental solution concept in GT that
indicates a steady-state condition of such strategy profiles which is defined as follows
Definition 2.2: [60] A strategy profile s∗ = (s∗1 , . . . , s∗M ) constitutes a Nash equilibrium, if
it satisfies the following condition
ui (s∗i , s∗−i ) ≥ ui (si , s∗−i ), ∀si 6= s∗i , ∀si ∈ Si , ∀i ∈ M

(2.7)

equivalently, s∗i ∈ bri (s∗−i ) for all i ∈ M.
At NE, no player can improve it’s payoff by adopting a different strategy unilaterally, thus
a stable-state is obtained where no player has an incentive to unilaterally deviate. Now, according to equations 2.6 and 2.7, the corresponding NE for the Prisoners’ dilemma game is
(F ink, F ink).
Although NE is a solution concept for many games, when players update their strategy
sequentially under BR dynamics, the existence of pure strategy NE is not always guaranteed
[64], as shown in example 2.2 below.
Example 2.2: Consider a subchannel selection problem in the SBS and MS pairs arrangement shown in Figure 2.2. Let N = {1, 2, 3}, K = {1, 2}, M = {1, 2, 3} and Mn = 1 for all
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n ∈ N . Let h11 , h22 , and h33 be the channel gains for transmission, and the channel gains of
interference given by h21 > h31 , h32 > h12 , and h13 > h23 . Let (2.2) be the utility function to
be maximized by link i ∈ M, such that
u1i (si (t) = k) = γi,k

(2.8)

The utility function in (2.8) corresponds to the utility obtained by link i on subchannel k assuming s−i (t) = s−i (t − 1), i.e., all other links continue to use the subchannel selected in previous
time-slot. This subchannel selection game G1 = (M, (Ki ), (γi,k )) has 8 possible subchannel
selection strategy profiles, (s1 , s2 , s3 ); two same-subchannel profiles are (1, 1, 1) and (2, 2, 2),
and six mixed-subchannel profiles are (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1), (1, 2, 2), (2, 1, 1), (2, 1, 2) and (2, 2, 1).
Case I: If initially at time-slot t = 0, consider a same-subchannel profile, say (s1 , s2 , s3 ) =
(1, 1, 1), then all links have an incentive to change subchannel at next time-slot t = 1 since
bri (s−i ) = {2}, ∀i ∈ M. This will change the strategy profile (1, 1, 1) to any one of the
mixed-subchannel profiles: (1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 1) or (2, 1, 1), depending on which link makes the
subchannel switching first.
Case II: If initially at time-slot t = 0, consider a mixed-subchannel profile, say (s1 , s2 , s3 ) =
(1, 1, 2), then at next time-slot t = 1, link 1 has an incentive to change to subchannel 2 since
br1 (s−i ) = {2}. The sequence of subchannel switching is (1, 1, 2) → (2, 1, 2) → (2, 1, 1) →
(2, 2, 1) → (1, 2, 1) → (1, 2, 2) → (1, 1, 2) → . . .; i.e., it does not converge to a pure strategy NE. Moreover, none of the six mixed-subchannel strategy profiles can satisfy (2.7). The
subchannel selection game G1 does not converge to a pure strategy NE.

2.4.3

Potential Games and its Characteristics

To guarantee that a game converges to a pure strategy NE, Monderer and Shapley introduced
a class of strategic form games called Potential game (PG) [65], which following sequential
play under BR dynamics converge to a pure strategy NE. Moreover, a class of PG called exact
potential game (EPG), which has at least one pure strategy NE is characterized by the existence
of a potential function, a global objective function P : S → R, with property,
ui (si , s−i ) − ui (si0 , s−i ) = P(si , s−i ) − P(si0 , s−i ),

(2.9)

for all i ∈ I, si , si0 ∈ Si , and s−i ∈ S−i . Here, the potential function acts as a global performance indicator and tracks change in utilities when some player changes their strategy. It
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reflects that change in a player’s utility from unilateral deviation in strategy is exactly equal
to the change in the potential function. Moreover, in an EPG, the potential function is unique
except for an additive constant, and pure strategy NE corresponds to maxima of the potential
function [65].
Considering the prisoners’ dilemma game G, the matrix P : S → R is the potential function
for G as described below:


P=

0 2
2 3




Since, P admits a maximal value in its strategy profile S, and G with potential P satisfies the
condition of (2.9), hence the prisoners’ dilemma game G possesses a pure strategy NE, i.e., the
strategy (F ink, F ink).

2.5

Summary

In this chapter, some detail backgrounds on small cell networks were presented that mainly
includes: evolution of small cells, its benefits towards the operator and subscribers, and technical challenges prevalent while considering deployment of small cells. The considered system
model for this dissertation was introduced, which included channel model and radio resource
scenarios. Finally, game theoretic framework was briefly explained in details. Here, introduction to several components of game theory, concept of best response strategy and pure strategy
Nash equilibrium, and potential games with its characteristic features were explained in details.
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Chapter 3
Cooperative and Collaborative Resource
Management Framework
3.1

Introduction

Traditionally, small cells are mainly deployed for a single MNO. The current SCNs deployment
scenarios (for both indoor and outdoor locations) only support subscribers of one operator [66],
which means that with multiple MNOs present in one location, the subscribers are isolated to
separate cells of their respective operators. Compatibility with multiple MNOs is desirable for
SCNs as the small cells move from residential deployment towards public hot-spots such as
enterprises.
Cisco’s VNI analysis for global mobile data traffic forecast [1] predicts that by 2020, 96%
of all data will be consumed from indoor locations, such as residential buildings and enterprises as shown in Figure 3.1. Moreover, of over 500 enterprises surveyed worldwide, more
than 50% want their SCNs to support services from 2 − 3 MNOs, while the lack of multioperator small cells support was reported as a significant barrier to SCNs adoption by them
[66]. Multi-operator small cell is defined as a single small cell that can support coverage for
multiple operators’ networks in the spectrum of just one [66]. This could potentially overcome
limitations in the general indoor enterprises’ environment, where the customers who are accessing services from other MNOs in contrast to enterprises in contract with a particular MNO, are
barred to access available small cell’s services.
The small cell users with multi-operator support could access to wireless connectivity any-
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Figure 3.1: Data consumption estimation, Cisco VNI (2015 − 2020).
where, regardless to their MNO’s network, and this in turn will enable them with an uninterrupted services. This necessitates those enterprise to require support of multi-operator networks
in order to support and serve their customers by enabling a bring-your-own-device (BYOD)
environment [67]. The BYOD environment would enable everyone to be able to connect wirelessly regardless of their parent MNO’s service/coverage and maintain ubiquitous mobile usage.
Without multi-operator small cells support, the above service requirements of small cell users
will be severely limited, and also delay the expected deployment rate of small cells [66].
With multi-operator enabled small cells’ environment, whenever a MNO could host subscribers that belong to other MNOs, it takes on the responsibility to provide them with service
from their own network resources and maintain the desired level of services to those subscribers.
And, in return the MNO would expect potential returns for their services. The hosting MNO
may monetize for services they provide to their competitors’ subscribers. This would in turn
also create a favorable BYOD environment for a MNO, where the MNO’s SCN can support
wide range of subscribers irrespective of their own subscribers whenever the resource allocation is favorable and increase their revenues as well. Such collaboration among MNOs can
provide them with an uninterrupted on-demand service to subscribers and improved revenues,
to the parent MNO and potential host MNO respectively. However, it would require proper
negotiation to maintain a balance between benefits that are acceptable to all parties involved,
i.e., win-win policy for the collaborating MNOs.
The decision by MNOs to consider network resources sharing involves technical aspects as
well as other regulatory aspects [68, 69]. MNOs with exclusive rights to spectrum would have
little incentive to share their precious spectrum with other MNOs despite significant research
and regulatory efforts, as the mobile market is mainly characterized by high upfront cost of acquiring spectrum licenses [70]. However, considering high cost, spectrum scarcity and spectrum
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under-utilization, it can be expected that efficient collaboration could be beneficial for MNOs
in terms of coverage and revenues (which mainly depends on spectrum utilization). In this
chapter, I introduce: (i) a general network architecture of multi-operator SCNs, (ii) a functional
architecture of a MNO’s SCNs, and (iii) a system architecture for cooperative and collaborative
resource allocation among multiple MNOs. The concept of multi-operator collaboration is to
be performed at MNOs’ C-RANs such that the radio networks’ edge resources, both spectrum
and infrastructures of a MNO, can be used to serve subscribers of other MNOs.

3.2
3.2.1

Background
Long Term Evolution Architecture

The long term evolution (LTE) architecture consists of two networks: radio network and core
network. The radio network is called LTE, whereas the core network is called system architecture evolution (SAE)a .
The LTE architecture is introduced in 3GPP specification 36.401 [71] and is based on flat
architecture, which means that it consists of only one element type for the radio network and the
core network [72]. In the overall LTE-EPC division, LTE refers to evolved UMTS terrestrial radio access network (E-UTRAN) and EPC refers to evolved core network as shown in Figure 3.2
(b). Figure 3.2 demonstrates differences from the 3G basic architectural concept. The evolved
packet system (EPS) consists of E-UTRAN and EPC as shown in Figure 3.3. E-UTRAN is
an evolution of the 3GPP UMTS terrestrial radio access network (UTRAN) technology, and
contains only one type of node, eNodeB, which provides the air interface to UE.
Noticeably, unlike in UTRAN, eNodeBs are connected to each other via the X2 interface.
EPC consists of three elements: serving gateway (S-GW), packet data network gateway (PGW), and mobility management entity (MME). eNodeBs are connected to MMEs and S-GWs
via S1 interface for traffic and control purposes respectively. Each eNodeB connects to MME
via S1-MME interface and to S-GW via S1-U interface.
The S-GW provides user plane connectivity between UE and P-GW. Some main functionalities that is handled by S-GW are as follows [51]:
a

SAE was used at the beginning of the standardization, however, nowadays the official standard term for core

network is evolved packet core (EPC)[71].
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Figure 3.2: The architectural difference between (a) UTRAN and (b) E-UTRAN.
• Acts as a local anchor point for inter-eNodeB handovers;
• Acts as an anchor point for inter-3GPP network mobility;
• Packets routing and forwarding;
• Handles packet buffering in E-UTRAN idle mode;
• Handles network initiated service request procedure;
• Packet marking at the transport level for both DL and UL;
• Accounting on user and QoS class identifier for the inter-operator charging processes.
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The P-GW provides user plane connectivity between UE, S-GW and P-GW. The P-GW
interfaces with S-GW, and with an external packet data network (PDN). Some of key functionalities of P-GW are as follows [51]:
• UE IP address allocation;
• Deep packet inspection, or packet screening;
• Lawful interception;
• Rate enforcement based on access point name aggregate maximum bit-rate;
• Service level charging.
The MME handles the control plane signaling between UE and other network elements such
as home subscriber server (HSS). Key MME functions include [51]:
• Non access stratum (NAS) signaling;
• Security of NAS signaling;
• User authentication;
• Authorization;
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• Establishment and management of bearer;
• MME selection for handovers;
• Selection of P-GW and S-GW elements;
• Lawful interception of signaling traffic.
Small Cell Network Architectural Model
Figure 3.4 shows that small cells can be integrated into the LTE structure with consistency.
Here, the functions supported by small cell access points (SAPs) are similar to eNodeBs. Small
cell gateway (SCGW) is used to allow the S1 interface between the SAP and EPC, thereby
supporting a large number of SAPs. While a SAP appears to the MME as an eNodeB, the
former appears to the SAP as the MME. Therefore, a SAP is architecturally indistinguishable
from an eNodeB in EPC.

3.2.2

Multi-Operator Networks

In this subsection, I present some multi-operator networks scenarios as shown in Figure. 3.5.
Standalone
In standalone Fig. 3.5 (a), each MNO provides full small cell service to its users for a given
coverage area by operating on its own network resources, i.e., spectrum and infrastructures.
This model is currently most prevalent in cellular networks where various MNOs have deployed
and run their own network in the same region. Considering the rationality and competitiveness
among operators, such networks are more likely to be the preferable choice as it encompasses
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Figure 3.5: Multi-operator networks: (a) standalone, (b) mobile virtual network operators, and
(c) third-party operator.
low risk to operators, mainly in dense areas with high traffic where they are able to estimate the
expenses of deployment and operation [31]. Although, MNOs have complete control over the
resources, they do not have flexibility to benefit from the availability of other MNOs’ deployed
small cells within the same region such as in situations during varying traffic demands and
under-utilization of network resources.
Mobile Virtual Network Operators
In mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs) shown in Figure. 3.5 (b), the spectrum and
infrastructure in a given region are owned and deployed by a single MNO, an infrastructure
provider (InP). The InP owns radio resources (spectrum) and physical infrastructure while all
other MNOs in the region are virtual, hence MVNOs, and since they do not own any spectrum
or infrastructure, they rely on leasing for resources in order to serve their subscribers [3]. The
existence of MVNOs are beneficial mostly to end-users while the MNO in the area may capitalize their deployed network by using its own subscriber service policy and pricing [74]. The
MVNOs utilize the virtual resources from InP depending on specific service level agreements
(SLAs) to provide service to their subscribers without knowing the underlaying physical network architecture. However, existence and sustainability of such model in the dense network
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with small cells are uncertain, as the foreseen traffic demands may not be met only by existing infrastructure and limited resources. Moreover, MNOs are naturally reluctant to share their
radio resources with their competitors due to the high spectrum prices [75].
Third-party Operator
A third-party operator, neutral host, in SCNs shown in Figure. 3.5 (c) is defined as “a SCN
deployed and run by an independent third party, paying fees for an MNO’s spectrum. MNOs
and other providers then pay fees to connect to the network” [66]. In short, neutral host can
be used to describe a small cell network operated by a single independent third party where its
resources are being shared by multiple MNOs. The main benefit of this model are offloading
of the complexities of deployment and management, with lower CAPEX for MNOs, who are
not concerned anymore for maintenance of these infrastructures. However, such leasing of the
network could induce an increased OPEX in the long run and may not be profitable for the
MNOs. Moreover, the possibility of participation of many MNOs in future cellular networks
would potentially result to high leasing prices, that might be barriers and challenges for this
model.

3.2.3

Multi-Operator based Network Sharing

There are three main approaches to network sharing that can be applicable for SCNs: multiple operator radio access network (MORAN), multiple operator core network (MOCN), and
gateway core network (GWCN).
MORAN is a non-3GPP sharing configuration that is widely used in macrocell environment
[76], while MOCN and GWCN are 3GPP network sharing configurations [54] as shown in
Figure 3.6 [67].
• MORAN shares the backhaul interfaces and BSs only, however the licensed radio resources, radio resource management (RRM) and service configuration are not shared.
Hence, it provides some level of independence to each MNO as they continue to use their
dedicated spectrum and broadcast their own individual network identifiers.
• In MOCN, all the elements of radio access networks (RANs) including licensed radio
resources are shared, except the core networks. Here, the spectrum of multiple MNOs are
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Figure 3.6: Approaches for multi-operator network sharing: (a) MORAN, (b) MOCN, and (c)
GWCN.
pooled together into a common spectrum pool.
• The GWCN is an alternative approach to shared network that allows both RAN and core
network functions to be shared. In GWCN, inter-networking takes place at the core network level.

3.3

Cooperative and Collaborative Resource Management Framework

In this section, I develop a conceptual framework for resource management in multi-operator
based SCNs. Following the proposed framework and its corresponding components, the potential benefits could trigger interest in MNOs to provide multi-operator radio access and allow
them to gain an extra share in the network market from their existing network resources (infrastructure and spectrum) and market shares. Here, SCNs of MNOs would evolve to offer
small cells “as a service” to meet the expectation of networked society with ubiquitous coverage and services availability. This would also produce an added value to MNOs by retaining
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Figure 3.7: A general network architecture of multi-operator small cell networks.
proper network resources utilization by serving subscribers that may belong to several other
MNOs and thus attaining improved market share. In this regards, first, I present a model, a
general network architecture, for multi-operator based small cell networks. I discuss motivations behind proposing such modified network architecture, backward compatibility to allow
for interoperability with previous legacy networks, and several associated benefits that can be
achieved by utilizing such network architectural model. Second, I propose the functional architecture of small cell networks that is based on cooperation among several other small cells
in the neighborhood. Finally, I present the system architecture of cooperative and collaborative
resource management (CCRM) framework, and discuss its several components along with their
associated functionality.

3.3.1

Multi-Operator Small Cell Networks: General Network Architecture

Figure. 3.7 depicts a general network architecture of multi-operator SCNs with radio network
and core network elements. The core network of a MNO is connected with other MNOs such
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that the interconnection of multiple operator’s core network is done at core network level. Note
that, relevant 3GPP specifications have already added some support for RAN sharing [54, 77]:
MOCN and GWCN. MOCN can be viewed as an exclusive enabler for multi-operator small
cells support features in Figure. 3.7. Here, the radio elements of MNO are interconnected
at a centralized location of the radio network via C-RAN. The C-RAN provides a centralized
network view of the underlying radio networks. Such centralized network view with sufficient
information of radio resource usage is essential to establish multi-operator small cells support
through collaboration for proper network resources utilization in the SCN. The radio networks
consist of several technologies interconnected with each other at the C-RAN as shown in Figure.
3.7, such as:
1. remote radio head,
2. small cell access point,
3. macrocell base station,
4. small cell relay node, and
5. small cell cluster.
In this dissertation, I focus on small cells, however, the work can be applicable with other
radio network technologies as well. The infrastructure deployed by a MNO consists of a number
of small cells, C-RANs and corresponding core networks elements. The interconnection of the
small cells to C-RAN and C-RAN-to-C-RAN is done through X2 interface, while C-RAN to
core network is done via S1 interface, delivering both data (e.g., transfer of end users traffic)
and control plane functions.
The general network architecture of multi-operator SCNs presented in Figure. 3.7 aims to
develop a unified control and coordination framework for multi-operator based radio access
networks, in particular enable collaborative control with multiple MNOs to provide efficient
radio resource allocation and management in dynamic environment. It provides solution for
network-wide coordination and extension of services to users of multiple MNOs. The multioperator SCNs achieve interconnection among multiple MNOs network and centralized control
for network-wide resource coordination via the C-RAN. In C-RAN, I introduce design and development of control mechanism to aggregate abstracted information from the radio network of
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a MNO and present collaboration mechanism to be performed among other C-RANs (connected
via X2 interface or via the core networks) belonging to multiple MNOs in order to establish efficient radio resource management in such networks of multi-operator SCNs. In reference to
such approach, the SCNs evolve to be able to provide multi-operator radio access capabilities,
i.e., multi-operator small cells support. In order to do so, MNOs perform execution for collaboration among other MNOs at the C-RAN, which require negotiations on level of service policy
to be agreed upon. Upon performing collaboration and reaching agreement to contribute certain level of services, MNOs can provide on demand extensions of services to their subscribers
while maintaining an agility to be able to offer new and on-demand service extensions.

3.3.2

Small Cell Networks: Functional Architecture

The SBSs that may belong to several MNOs are usually deployed under the coverage of overlaid
macrocell. SBSs under such deployment can exist as a access point, relay node, and in cluster
[44]. Figure 3.7 depict different deployment scenarios of SCNs with SBSs underlay within a
macrocell coverage. In the scenario, small cells can be standalone and act as access points,
where a single small cell could successfully provide service to hot-spots. Meanwhile, in some
scenarios, small cells can act as relay nodes to assist other small cells by providing services
to users that are not in their coverage range. Moreover, in more general scenario small cells
may also be deployed as a cluster to cover some hot-spot areas with high traffic demands over
a relatively wide area that are beyond the coverage of a single small cell. It results to a scenario
where a blanket of small cells are used to provide coverage to the hot-spot area that are usually
beyond the coverage/capacity of a single small cell.
I consider notion of location centric cooperation among small cells of a MNO while network
resources allocation. The network resources consist of entities such as radio resources, SBSs
and coverage area. In the architecture, I redefine SBSs based on their functions to establish
cooperation for proper resource utilization among small cells. The SCN functional architecture
for cooperative radio resource allocation to subscribers of a MNO is shown in Figure. 3.8 which
consists of SBSs categorized as (i) small cell point (SP), (ii) small cell access point (SAP), and
(iii) small cell portal point (SPP).
The basic functions of SBSs as SP, SAP and SPP are described below:
• SP: A SP is the SBS in dormant state, i.e., when there are no MSs associated to it. SP acts
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Figure 3.8: A functional architecture of small cell networks.
as a relay node for information sharing. All SPs share information, such as channel state
information (CSI), over the control channel with neighboring SPs of a MNO.
• SAP: The SAP is a SP acting as a access point to serve MSs, i.e., they provide connectivity. In addition to information sharing, SAP also performs resource management that
includes coverage and radio resources.
• SPP: The SPP is a SP acting as a logical point that connects to C-RAN via X2 interface
[78]. Typically, I consider at least one SPP per cluster per MNO, ideally those with strong
signal strength.
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Information Sharing and Coordination Mechanism
The provision of information sharing via SPs has potential benefits in allowing SAPs to take
account of radio resource conditions at nearby SAPs when considering for radio resources allocation to its MSs. The information exchange between SAP-SP can provide small cells in the
cluster with complete information of its neighborhood environment. SPs can relay information
to other SAPs that are not visible to each other. Such an information sharing and coordination
mechanism would enable distributed resource allocation feasible, allowing SAPs to self organize by learning their dynamic environment, and gradually allocate their radio resources to their
prospective MSs.

3.3.3

Cooperative and Collaborative Resource Management: System Architecture

In this subsection, I briefly discuss operations performed by several modules in the CCRM
framework to enable cooperation (for radio resource allocation by SAPs of a MNO) and collaboration (for multi-operator small cells support) based resource management in multi-operator
SCNs. In general, the CCRM framework consists of MSs, SAPs, C-RANs and core networks,
as shown in Figure 3.9. The CCRM framework enables interconnection between MNOs and
intra-connection among SAPs (that may be in isolation or in cluster) belonging to a MNO.
Based on the CCRM framework, MNOs could provide an on-demand multi-operator support
and sustain network coverage and service availability to their users.
In traditional LTE architecture, radio and baseband processing functionality is integrated
inside a BS. C-RAN is a network architecture where baseband resources are pooled, so that they
can be processed and managed to be shared between BSs of a MNO [32, 33]. Moreover, C-RAN
support different network architecture functional splits, as well as including different levels
of functionality implementation. C-RAN of the CCRM framework consists of baseband unit
(BBU) where three modules are present, namely: collaboration management module (CMM),
operation administration and management (OAM), and control and coordination (CC). Driven
by needs for coordination as well as increasing radio resource efficiency, the implementation
of these modules in C-RAN allows for processing capabilities such that collaboration between
multi-operator could also be established in SCNs.
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Figure 3.9: A system architecture of CCRM.
The functions of several C-RAN modules in the CCRM framework are briefly described
below.
1. Collaboration management module: The CMM is a logical module in C-RAN responsible
for establishing collaboration between MNOs. There are three main elements in CMM:
(i) policy-based multi-operator collaboration (PMOC), (ii) negotiation, and (iii) service
policy. The policy profile of a MNO is dependent on its network resources availability
and their utilization. A MNO determines its policy profile to be either a seeker, a recipient
of service access for some of its users from network resources of other MNOs, or a feeder,
a provider of service access to some users of the seeker MNO. In this regards, the seeker
MNO seeks to sustain coverage and services availability its users, while the feeder MNO
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looks forward to gain an extra share in the network market from their existing network
resources (infrastructure and spectrum) and market shares. Through negotiation, a seeker
MNO and a feeder MNO tries to establish mutual agreement acceptable to both that would
provide them with collaboration gains. Upon collaboration agreement, MNOs configures
their radio network according to the service policy that consists of: (i) agreement price
for desired level of service to be paid by the seeker MNO, and (ii) number of MSs of the
seeker to be served by the feeder MNO.
The details of CMM operation are further discussed in Chapter 5.
2. Operation administration and management: The OAM is a logical module present in CRAN that basically performs monitoring and configuration of services to be established
among multiple MNOs. It is in charge of network-wide service evaluation as well as
additional refinement of the existing services and/or new requirement services. The analyzed service feedback information from the network-edge based SAPs are feed into the
OAM of a C-RAN, which evaluates essential requirements for proper sustainability and
operation of the MNO’s radio network. The OAM acts as a centralized point for service
evaluation of the aggregated service information from several locally deployed SAPs of
a MNO. The evaluation includes monitoring of services provided from SAPs of a MNO,
and then to refine necessary requirements to ensure that provision of desired level of service from the MNO can be sustained. The aim pursued upon service evaluation may be
the desire to optimize the operation of the network resources utilization from a perspective purely based on objective parameters. It indicates the service qualities provided by
the provider (MNO) that are expressed in terms of parameters such as delay, average data
rate, packet loss rate, etc. Basically, it determines whether services provided to MSs, associated with SAPs of a MNO, are meet or not by utilizing their network resources. The
necessary additional requirement to maintain desired level of service are feed to CMM,
such that extension of services to the subscribers can be delivered by establishing collaboration among other MNOs.
3. Control and coordination: The CC performs control and coordination operations, based
on centralized network view, on service policy decisions from the CMM and sends the
decision to SAPs for execution. It is used both for setup of new bearer and for handover
candidate MSs to SAPs. First, it performs network configuration and sends the service
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policy decision to SAPs for its execution. While the service level agreement keeps record
of the service policy decision and also forwards it to the OAM for service evaluation
process, i.e., to evaluate the collaborating MNOs commitment towards the service policy
decisions by comparing service feedback information to the service agreement.
While in a SAP, several elements maintain flow of information to C-RAN and functions
for provision of network resources to MSs. The primary task of a SAP is to perform network
resource allocation to the MSs associated to them. Moreover, apart from the legacy functions of
SAP, it also performs other crucial tasks such as necessary information exchange among other
SAPs in the neighborhood and feedback achieved service to the C-RAN for service evaluation
process following the system architecture of CCRM in Figure. 3.9. The functions of several
elements of SAP are briefly described below.
1. Cooperative resource allocation module (CRAM): The CRAM in a SAP provides distributed resource allocation to its MSs. Based on the information from MSs and other
SAPs, it allocates the radio resources to its MSs such that the overall system capacity of the SCN is maximized. There are two main elements in CRAM: (i) marginalcontribution-based best-response (MCBR), and (ii) subchannel allocation. The resource
allocation for MSs associated to the SAP is performed by utilizing MCBR. After processing MCBR, radio resources (subchannels) are allocated to respective MSs for data
transmissions. The MSs operate on this subchannel until the next subchannel allocation update session, and also feedback their achieved data rates (service quality) on the
allocated subchannel back to the SAP during spectrum sensing. The details of CRAM
operation are further discussed in chapter 4.
2. Spectrum sensing, and database: The SAP performs spectrum sensing, either aperiodic or
periodic, for the allocated subchannel to the associated MSs. The necessary information
channel condition information parameters, such as SINRs, data rates, etc., are then stored
in the database, and also forwarded to the service feedback analyzer and to neighboring
SAPs in order to facilitate them for proper functioning of the CRAM. The SAP interact
with neighboring SAPs/SPs on X2 interface for sharing and collecting significant portion
of the database information. The CRAM extracts relevant information to them, such as
data rates on subchannels achieved by MSs, which are useful and significant information
for performing MCBR and subchannel allocation to MSs.
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3. Service feedback analyzer: It analyses the service provisioned by the SAP to the associated MSs while utilizing the network resources of a MNO. It extracts and examines
aggregated information in the database such as service (data rates) achieved by MSs while
allocated to a subchannel by MCBR. The analysis indicates how well a SAP sustains desired level of service provision to MSs. The analyzed service feedback information from
MSs are further forwarded to service evaluation in the OAM module in the C-RAN, which
evaluates essential requirements for proper sustainability and operation of the MNOs radio network.
4. Admission control (AC): The main task of AC is to admit or reject admission requests
of MSs to the SAP for resource allocation. AC is performed on MSs for service access
from the SAP. The AC ensures high radio resource utilization (by accepting new MSs
requests as long as radio resources are available) and at the same time ensure proper service provision for in-progress sessions (by rejecting new MS requests and/or terminating
MS admission when they cannot be accommodated). It also receives network configuration information based on service policy from the CC module in C-RAN to grant SAP’s
admission to MSs that belong to other MNOs.

3.4

Summary

In this chapter, I introduced architecture for multi-operator SCNs, such that the legacy SCNs
architecture is evolved to provide multi-operator small cells support for radio access capabilities
to the subscribers of the collaborating MNOs, and deliver ubiquitous coverage and services
availability in the wireless cellular networks. The introduced concept of collaboration among
multiple MNOs provides them with collaboration gains, through mutual agreement acceptable
to both, and this motivates them to utilize their exclusively owned network resources to serve
others’ subscribers. The multi-operator small cells support provides an extension of services to
the network users irrespective of their subscription to a MNO, and would contribute to meet the
expectation of a networked society for the 5G and future networks.
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Chapter 4
Cooperative Resource Allocation
Management and Control
4.1

Introduction

Small cells, which are typically characterized as providing dynamic range coverage and lowpowered radio access nodes overlaid on macrocells, provide more flexible and scalable deployment by reusing available radio resources [79]. Deployment of small cells decreases the load
of MBSs, provides a better link with a reduced distance between serving BSs and MSs, and
enhances network performance with improved capacity. However, the advantages of small cells
could be insufficient in dense and random networks due to strong co-channel interference from
neighboring small cells utilizing common radio resources, such as subchannels in OFDMAbased networks [12]. Resource allocation becomes a critical issue and a challenge as it induces
interference in the network, restricting both capacity and cellular coverage [3].
In this chapter, I focus on coordinated learning rules for resource allocation and model
OFDMA-based SCNs consisting of SAPs as distributed decision-makers trying to select a
proper subchannel for transmission. In this regards, the objective is to find a distributed solution
that maximizes the welfare of the SCNs, defined as the total system capacity. First, I study the
performance of BR dynamics [80] for the problem of subchannel allocation in OFDMA-based
SCNs consisting of SAPs that act as non-cooperative and cooperative decision-makers. The
‘traditional’ BR dynamics require centralized schedulers such that at each time-slot only a single player is chosen to update its strategy, i.e., sequential move [64]. Also, the selected player
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could not update its strategy again until all the remaining players have played, which may result in slower rate of convergence [81]. On the other hand, if all players are allowed to switch
their strategies at every time-slot (i.e., all players make simultaneous move), an oscillation can
occur that would greatly degrade the network performance [64]. To overcome such inherent
limitations of BR dynamics, I divide my study into two parts: (i) each SAP is modeled as a noncooperative decision-maker, and (ii) each SAP is modeled as a cooperative decision-maker. In
part (i), I show that stochastic BR dynamics can overcome the requirements of centralized coordination when performing distributed resource allocation. In part (ii), I show that by regulating
players to perform coordinated actions while opting to update to their BR strategies could allow
multiple players to switch their strategies at each time-slot. Such coordinated actions eventually
speed-up convergence to a steady-state in cooperative SCNs. Although the proposed schemes
address the limitations of the traditional BR dynamics, such a greedy adaption-based resource
allocation, in general, does not necessarily result in a steady-state solution.
To guarantee for existence of a steady-state solution, finally I resort to a class of potential
game called the exact potential game [65], and utilize the concept of marginal contribution
[36] as a mechanism to design the welfare-based learning rule to achieve efficient resource
allocations. However, the performance guarantee of EPGs comes at the expense of complete
information of the environment [36], i.e., decision-makers usually require overall information
from other remaining decision-makers in the network [82, 83], making the solution unscalable.
To overcome the requirement of global information, I propose the marginal contribution based
best-response (MCBR) algorithm of low computational complexity by modeling information
exchange requirements only on a specific subchannel of the neighborhood. Finally, I validate
and evaluate the proposed schemes through simulations for various performance metrics.

4.2

State-of-the-Art for Resource Allocation Management

Centralized approaches for resource allocation [84–87] require some central authority to maintain complete knowledge of the environment through frequent information exchange with SAPs.
However, such requirements may not be desirable when considering randomly deployed large
numbers of small cells, due to the computational complexity of the centralized solution [36]. As
the number and location of small cells become unpredictable, mobile operators should consider
distributed approaches allowing SAPs to self-organize by learning their dynamic environment,
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and gradually allocate resources.
Game theory [60], as a distributed approach for resource allocation, is suitable for modeling
the individualistic behaviors of small cells, where interactions among multiple decision-makers
(players) over common resources can be formulated and analyzed as a game. Recently, researchers have proposed distributed learning rules for the problem of resource allocation [81,
88–93], which can be generalized in two ways: (1) as uncoordinated; and (2) as coordinated.
Some uncoordinated learning rules, such as spatial adaptive play [88], utility-based learning
[89], stochastic-learning-automata [90], and reinforcement learning [91], are completely uncoupled, i.e., the resource allocation procedure does not depend on the actions of anyone else.
With restriction to information exchange, the achieved solutions of these approaches have a
trade-off in terms of convergence speed and efficiency. Coordinated learning rules, for example, cloud-assisted best-response [81] and cluster formation [92, 93], require some coordination
mechanism such that a player is selected to opportunistically update its strategy at a given time.
Although it maintains fairness by providing equal opportunity to the decision-makers, such a
greedy adaption-based resource allocation, in general, does not necessarily result in a steadystate solution. Nevertheless, the distributed approaches have the advantages of scalable implementation, but their performance is typically inferior compared to the centralized approaches.
In this regard, while distributed decision-makers are opportunistically trying to maximize their
own performance, it is necessary to implement some mechanisms in their learning rules such
that stable resource allocation can be obtained, while efficiency and fairness are also maintained
within the network.
The main contributions in this chapter are summarized as below:
• For the objective of finding distributed subchannel allocation in SCNs, the concept of MC
is utilized to design a welfare-based learning rule for the decision-makers. It is shown that
efficient subchannel allocation is achievable in a distributed network if some sort of selfawareness is introduced to decision-makers’ learning rules, such that each decision-maker
will adapt to improve some measure of the influence caused by its actions to others in the
network in addition to improving its own performance.
• The welfare-based learning rule maintains the universal properties of an EPG; hence convergence to a pure strategy NE is predictive and guaranteed through BR dynamics. Moreover, the proposed MCBR algorithm overcomes the short-comings of EPG for practical
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implementations in the distributed networks, i.e., complete information of the environment. Here, a decision-maker utilizes the concept of probability distribution in order to
select a new subchannel for sensing, and requires information feedback only from those
neighboring decision-makers currently using the subchannel.
The wireless cellular networks have witnessed an exponential growth in mobile data traffic,
mainly due to the popularity of multimedia services and high data rate applications [1]. One
of the key emerging trend to accommodate such demand is through network densification, such
as extensive deployment of SBSs, by reusing radio resources [11]. Network densification with
small cells, which results in spatial densification, has attracted much attention [94–96] due to its
promising network performance with improvement in capacity. Several studies have provided
prospects on it from the perspective of key challenges [3, 96, 97], identifying interference management and resource allocation as the most crucial issues that can limit the gains anticipated.
The centralized approaches [84–87] for solving the resource allocation problem in random
and dense SCNs are not scalable due to the requirement of global information to manage the
whole network. On the contrary, convergence speeds of the distributed approaches that require
no information exchange [88–91] are very slow, giving rise to the inherent limitations for practical implementation in large-scale networks with extensive deployment of SBSs.
In this work, unlike the traditional opportunistic learning rules in most of the previous studies [81, 92, 93] where each decision-maker acts rationally to maximize their individual performance, I show that implementing the proposed mechanism of the welfare-based learning rule
for decision-makers provides network-wide performance improvement with considerate fair
and stable resource allocation solution. Moreover, it is suitable for practical implementation
as it requires only local and limited information exchange, which results in low computational
complexity.
Recently, the concept of network sharing has also been investigated to allow operators to
share their infrastructures in order to maximize the use of existing radio resources while simultaneously minimizing the operational costs [31, 54, 66, 98, 99]. The works in this chapter
facilitates these recent trends and can be applied as a tool to achieve the much anticipated gains
through deployment of small cells by efficient allocation of the radio resources in a distributed
fashion. Also note that, the proposed distributed subchannel allocation scheme can also be applied to wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to assist resource-constrained sensors in realizing
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efficient utilization of the spectrum.

4.3

Best-Response Strategy for Distributed Subchannel Allocation

In this section, I study the BR strategy for games, cooperative and non-cooperative, for the
subchannel allocation problem. I model the problem as a multi-agent game, where each player
repeatedly best-responds to the others’ actions [80]. The OFDMA-based SCNs consists of
SAPs that act either as non-cooperative or cooperative decision-makers for distributed subchannel allocation. I focus on BR dynamics [80] based learning rule, which is natural and simple
behavior to build into distributed systems [100]. Under the “traditional” BR dynamics, players
are restricted to take turns while selecting strategies, each repeatedly selecting a pure strategy
that maximizes its utility given others’ current strategies. This goes on until a steady-state, i.e.,
a pure strategy Nash equilibrium, is reached [80]. However, this requires centralized schedulers
such that at each time-slot only a single player is chosen to update its strategy, i.e., sequential
move [101]. Also, the selected player could not update its strategy again until all the remaining
players have played, which may result in slower rate of convergence [81]. On the other hand, if
all players are allowed to switch their strategies at every time-slot (i.e., all players make simultaneous move), an oscillation can occur that would greatly degrade the network performance
[101]. To overcome such inherent limitations of BR dynamics, I divide my study into two parts:
(i) each SAP is modeled as a non-cooperative decision-maker, and (ii) each SAP is modeled as
a cooperative decision-maker.
In part (i), I focus to overcome the requirement of centralized coordination in BR strategy, and propose stochastic best-response-based distributed subchannel selection (SBDSS) algorithm. Here, players best-respond with an uncertainty of strategy updates at each time-slot,
which is dependent on some probability p. The randomness (0 < p < 1) allows us to perform uncoordinated sequential updates without the requirement of any centralized scheduler,
and also avoids simultaneous moves that would have resulted with an oscillation among some
set of strategy profiles.
In part (ii), I look to speed-up the convergence by allowing multiple players to take simultaneous actions, and hence overcome the requirement of sequential updates in the traditional BR
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strategy. Here, I assume that the actions of each SAP are coordinated among all other SAPs
(those with the same BR subchannel), where only the SAP with highest utility switches to the
particular subchannel. I propose cooperative best-response-based distributed subchannel selection (CBDSS) algorithm, where with the provision of information exchange among SAPs, the
total number of SAPs who simultaneously switches to their BR subchannel at each time-slot
is increased to at most the number of available subchannels. Such coordinated actions would
eventually speed-up the convergence process.

4.3.1

Non-Cooperative Best-Response for Distributed Subchannel Allocation

In this subsection, I propose distributed subchannel allocation algorithms used by each SAP to
attempt to solve the subchannel allocation problem in SCN. To reduce overheads and allow for
non-cooperative behaviors, I assume that SAPs do not exchange information about subchannel
allocation. However, each SAP can sense and adapt to its environmental changes by selecting a
proper subchannel allocation. Provided with such sensing capabilities, each SAP can make its
own decision of transmission on subchannel that will give them a better SINR.
The distributed algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 is based on a game approach, following the
concept of the BR strategy (see, e.g., [80, 101, 102]), where each player selects the best action
that maximizes its own utility given the current strategies of all other players.
Specifically, I assume that all SAPs are synchronized and the time is divided into time-slots
of a fixed duration. Each time-slot is further divided into two time duration or phases, called
sensing phase and payload phase. During the sensing phase of time-slot t, each SAP senses the
subchannels for their SINRs on link i. During this sensing phase, all SAPs keep transmitting at
their selected subchannels used in the previous time-slot t − 1.
After getting the SINR measurement on all the subchannels, at the end of the sensing phase
each SAP selects the subchannel with the highest SINR for transmission in the payload phase
(the rest of time-slot t). By selecting the highest SINR subchannel, each SAP attempts to
maximize its own subchannel capacity for link i given the strategies or actions of other links
in the previous time-slot and assuming that other players will not change their selections at the
next time-slot. This is a version of the deterministic BR strategy.
In the next time-slot t + 1, each SAP for link i senses the SINR of all subchannels again
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Algorithm 1 BR strategy for each link i
01 : Initialization phase:
02 :

Get synchronization.

03 :

Select a subchannel k0 randomly from set K.

04 :

Transmit during the sensing phase on subchannel k0 .

05 : Sensing phase of time-slot t = 1, 2, . . .:
06 :
07 :

Measure SINR, γi,k , of each subchannel k ∈ K.

Select the BR subchannel, k 0 , with highest-SINR

08 : Payload phase of time-slot t:
09 :

Transmit on subchannel k 0

10 :

Set t ← t + 1. Go to Step 05.

during the sensing phase and chooses the subchannel with the highest-SINR for transmission
in the payload phase for that time-slot t + 1. This process is repeated forever and we have a
repeated BR strategy [80]. For example, if link i uses subchannel ki,t during the payload phase
of time-slot t, it will still transmit on subchannel ki,t during the sensing phase of time-slot t + 1.
0
However, link i may use another subchannel ki,t+1
during the payload phase of time-slot t + 1.

Since the subchannel used in payload phase of current time-slot is determined from SINRs
resulted from subchannels allocation in previous time-slot and links update their subchannel
selection simultaneously (hence, they are making a simultaneous move), there could be oscillations between some sets of strategy profiles.
An Example of Oscillating Behavior
Let us analyze a simple example to gain more understanding of the oscillation problem. Consider an example with only two subchannels and three SAP-MS links. For simplicity, I assume
all MSs are co-located, all SAPs are co-located, and the same Gaussian noise levels. Hence, all
links are homogeneous, i.e., they have the same received power and the same signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). I call this example a 3-link-2-ch homogeneous case. For this case there are eight
possible subchannel allocations: the two same-channel allocations for the three links are 111
and 222 and the six mixed-channel allocations are 112, 121, 122, 211, 212, and 221.
Regarding the instantaneous total capacity, each same-channel allocation has the same in-
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stantaneous total capacity, ideally given by the Shannon’s capacity


P
bps/Hz
C0 = 3 log2 1 +
2P + N

(4.1)

where P denotes the received signal power and N the received noise power. In this samechannel allocation, each link receives the same individual capacity. For the mixed-channel
allocations, each allocation has the same instantaneous total capacity of




P
P
C1 = log2 1 +
+ 2 log2 1 +
bps/Hz
N
P +N

(4.2)

Here the link with the subchannel different from the others has higher capacity of log2 1 +

P
while the other two links each has capacity log2 1 + P +N
.

P
N


,

Let’s now consider two different scenarios that result in oscillation of subchannel allocations:
Scenario 1 : If initially at time-slot t = 0, the subchannel allocation is the same-channel, say
111, then during the sensing phase of time-slot t = 1 all links would sense that the SINR on
subchannel 1 (γ1 =

P
)
2P +N

is less than that on subchannel 2 (γ2 =

P
),
N

and hence all switch to

subchannel 2 during the payload phase of t = 1. But in the sensing phase of t = 2, they all
would sense that γ1 =

P
N

> γ2 =

P
2P +N

and all would switch back to subchannel 1. Hence,

there is an oscillation between all links using subchannel 1 and subchannel 2. Although the
subchannel allocations are alternating between 111 and 222, the instantaneous total capacity in
each time-slot is constant at C0 .
Scenario 2 : If instead, the initial subchannel allocation at t = 0 is one of the six mixed-channel,
say 112, then at the sensing phase of t = 1, all links sense that subchannel 2 has better SINR
than subchannel 1. Then, all links would use subchannel 2 during the payload phase of t = 1,
and then we fall into the oscillation of Scenario 1, i.e., the sequence of subchannel allocations
is 112 → 222 → 111 → 222 → 111 → . . . .
Hence, regardless of initial subchannel allocation, oscillation always occur if each link simultaneously follows the BR strategy in Algorithm 1 due to the simultaneous moves and the
fact that each link ignores the possibility that other links might also switch subchannel in the
next time-slot.
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Mixed Nash Equilibrium and Price of Anarchy
In the example of the 3-link-2-ch homogeneous case, the instantaneous total capacity of the
initial mixed-channel allocation is higher than that of the initial same-channel allocation only
in the initial time-slot, but the average total capacity over a large number of time-slots in both
scenarios is equal to C0 . For this example, although there is no pure strategy NE, there is a
mixed NE [60], where each player randomly but equally chooses between the two subchannels,
independent of the sensed SINR. This results in a Markov chain where over the long run, the
mixed NE assigns a probability 1/8 to each of the eight sets of all possible subchannel allocations. The instantaneous total capacity is oscillating between two values: C1 and C0 (where C0
happens 0.25 of the time), giving the average total capacity of the mixed NE as
CMNE = 0.25C0 + 0.75C1

(4.3)

This capacity is between the worst capacity C0 and the best capacity C1 , which could occur
when the links are assigned the subchannels by a centralized scheduler.
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Figure 4.1: The example of three homogeneous links and two subchannels: (a) the instantaneous
total capacities, C0 and C1 , and the average total capacity for the mixed NE strategies CMNE for
varying SNR, (b) the Price of anarchy.
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Figure 4.1(a) plots C0 , C1 , and CMNE for varying SNR. It is obvious that the capacity CMNE of
the mixed NE strategies is lower than C1 of the centralized strategy. The lower performance of
the mixed NE strategies is due to the selfishness of each SAP or the BR strategy. In game theory,
one way to measure the efficiency of NE is via the (mixed) price of anarchy (PoA), which is the
ratio between the performance of the worst mixed NE to that of the optimal centralized strategy
[103]. In this example, there is only one mixed NE and the PoA is
P oA =

CMNE
C0
= 0.25
+ 0.75
C1
C1

(4.4)

as shown in Figure 4.1(b). Note that as SN R = P/N → ∞, I have C1 → ∞ and P oA → 0.75
since C0 becomes a constant at high SNR (i.e., C0 → 3 log2 (1 + P/2P ) = 1.755 bps/Hz).
Hence, the minimum PoA is 0.75.
Avoiding Oscillation Using Stochastic Best-Response
One way to avoid the oscillation problem is avoiding the simultaneous move. This could be
done by a sequential move where each link updates its subchannel allocation one at a time in
a round-robin fashion, i.e., the sequence of updates is link 1, link 2, link 3, and then link 1
again. Hence, the same-channel allocation is always avoided and the average total capacity is
C1 which is the maximum. However, this would require centralized schedulers such that at each
time-slot only a link is chosen to update its subchannel allocation.
To keep our proposed algorithm distributed, I instead avoid the simultaneous moves by having each player updates its subchannel allocation decision independently, without coordination,
with a probability p. Hence, Algorithm 1 is revised to be Algorithm 2 (SBDSS algorithm),
with the addition of some steps. In Algorithm 2, the new subchannel with the highest-SINR is
selected with probability p, otherwise the previous subchannel is used again. I call this revised
BR strategy as stochastic BR.
This stochastic BR is a version of a round-robin play but with uncertainty of updates or
outcomes [104]. Here, I assume that each player plays the BR strategy with probability p if the
current strategy is not a BR one. However, if it is already a BR strategy then stay with it. Hence,
the deterministic BR strategy is played stochastically.
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Algorithm 2 SBDSS for each link i
01 : Initialization phase:
02 :

Get synchronization.

03 :

Select a subchannel k0 randomly from set K.

04 :

Transmit during the sensing phase on subchannel k0 .

05 : Sensing phase of time-slot t = 1, 2, . . .:
06 :

Measure SINR, γi,k , of each subchannel k ∈ K.

07 :

Select the BR subchannel, kt0 , with highest-SINR

08 :

Draw a uniform [0, 1] random variable u.

09 :

If u ≤ p

10 :
11 :
12 :

Switch ki,t = k 0

Else
Stay in the previous subchannel, ki,t = kt−1 .

13 : Payload phase of time-slot t:
14 :

Transmit on subchannel ki,t

15 :

Set t ← t + 1. Go to Step 05.

Modeling Stochastic Best-Response as a Markov Chain
The behavior of the stochastic BR can be analyzed using a Markov chain, where the states are
the eight different subchannel allocations in S = {111, 112, . . . , 222}. It is a Markov chain
because the future state at time-slot t + 1 depends only on the current state at time-slot t. With
the probability p, all transition probabilities can be determined.
Example 4.1: If the current state is 111, then using deterministic BR the new state should
be 222, i.e., every player wants to switch to subchannel 2. However, recall that each can only
make a switch with probability p. Suppose all players can make the switch, i.e., each can draw
u ≤ p in Algorithm 2. This happens with probability p3 . Hence, the transition probability from
state 111 to state 222 is

P(111)→(222) = p3 .
However, if only players 1 and 3 get draws less than p while player 2 cannot, the new state
is 212 and happens with probability p × q × p where q = 1 − p is the probability of not success
in switching. Hence,
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P(111)→(212) = p2 q.
Example 4.2: If the current state is 212, then from the deterministic BR the new state should
be 111, i.e., only players 1 and 3 want to switch to subchannel 1. However, suppose only player
1 succeeds in switching, the new state is instead 112 and happens with probability p × 1 × q,
where the probability for player 2 to use subchannel 1 is 1 since it always uses subchannel 1
independent of the outcome of the draw in Algorithm 2. Hence,

P(212)→(112) = pq.
A similar reasoning gives P(212)→(111) = p2 . Note that, since player 2’s BR is to stay with
subchannel 1, the probability of it moving to subchannel 2 in the next state is 0, i.e.,

P(212)→(i2j) = 0
for any i, j = 1, 2.
Other transition probabilities can be calculated similarly. A part of the resulted Markov
chain is shown in Figure 4.2 for illustration.
Analysis of the Average Total Capacity
For 0 < p < 1, the Markov chain is recurrent and aperiodic, and hence ergodic. Hence, in the
long run the stochastic BR reaches a steady-state distribution, independent of the initial state.
The steady-state probability distribution, π = [π1 , π2 , . . . , π8 ] where states 111, 112, . . . , 222
P
are now called states 1, 2, . . . , 8, respectively, must satisfy π = πQ and 8i=1 πi = 1 where
Q = [Pi→j ] is the transition probability matrix and Pi→j is the transition probability from state
i to state j for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 8.
Since the Markov chain is ergodic, the average total capacity over the long run for the
switching probability p is equal to the average capacity calculated with the steady-state probabilities π, as

Cp =

S
X
i=1
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C i πi

(4.5)

pq

212
p2q

p2
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pq
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pq2

p2q

pq2

p2

0

0

p3

222

p3
Figure 4.2: Illustration of a part of the Markov chain.
where Ci = C0 for i = 1, 8 and Ci = C1 otherwise. The steady-state probability vector
π is a function of p. Figure 4.3 plots the average total capacity as a function of switching
probability p, where Cp is decreasing with p. As seen in the figure, if switching probability is
small, p < p0 , then the average total capacity can be improved from that of the mixed NE, i.e.,
Cp > CMNE . However, small switching probability would restrict the links from switching to
the BR subchannels most of the time and this may result in slow convergence.

4.3.2

Cooperative Best-Response for Distributed Subchannel Allocation

Despite having advantage of no information exchange and coordination requirement among
players, stochastic BR with small value of p still limits the number of players actually updating
their strategies at a given time and this may result in slow convergence. Also, in traditional BR
dynamics, only one player is selected to update its strategy at a time, i.e., sequential move. Here,
players are required to take turns to update strategies for selecting a subchannel that maximizes
their utility. Moreover, the selected player may not always update its subchannel, for example
if it is already allocated to the BR subchannel. Such underlying requirement of traditional BR
would result in a slow convergence to a pure strategy NE, especially in dense network with large
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Figure 4.3: Average total capacity as a function of switching probability.
number of links.
To overcome such limitations, I revise Algorithm 1 to Algorithm 3 (CBDSS algorithm)
with modification in the utility function and coordination requirements among players while
switching to a strategy. Here, I still consider players simultaneously receive an opportunity to
switch strategies. However at the time of switching, each player takes coordinated action, such
that, it chooses the BR strategy and switch to this strategy if and only if its utility is highest
among all other players’ utility who are also opting to switch to that strategy. Otherwise, the
player stays at its current strategy.
Specifically during the sensing phase of time-slot t, each link i ∈ M computes SINR

measurement on all subchannels and selects the BR subchannel k 0 with highest-SINR. Now, the

utility for link i is defined as the SINR improvement on the BR subchannel k 0 as compared to
the previous subchannel kt−1 , denoted as ∆γi,k0 , such that,

∆γi,k0 = γi,k0 − γi,kt−1
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(4.6)

Finally, the decision to switch to the BR subchannel k 0 by link i is coordinated among all
other links j also having the same BR subchannel, which is given as

ki,t =



k 0 ;

if ∆γi,k0 > ∆γ−i,k0


kt−1 ;

otherwise

(4.7)

where, ∆γ−i,k0 = maxj6=i ∆γj,k0 is the highest-SINR improvement among all other links j with
the same BR subchannel k 0 . Here, if link i has the highest-SINR improvement as compared
to all other links j who want to use the same BR subchannel k 0 , then only link i switches to
this subchannel, i.e., ki,t = k 0 . Otherwise, link i would stay on its previous subchannel, i.e.,
ki,t = kt−1 .
Such a coordinated response to BR subchannels would result in at most K number of links
simultaneously switching their subchannels at a given time. However, this requires exchange
of utilities information among links having the same BR subchannel. Here, this exchange of
information can be done through small cell gateways, direct link between SBSs (similar to the
X2 interface in LTE), or broadcast over the control channel.

4.3.3

Computational Complexity Analysis

At each iteration, the sensing phase complexity for SBDSS and CBDSS is O(KT ), which results while sensing all the subchannels, where T is the duration of the sensing phase. While
there are no information exchange in SBDSS algorithm, CBDSS algorithm incorporates additional information exchange overhead to compute (4.7). The complexities for information
exchange in CBDSS is O(|M |), the upper bound, and Ω(0), the lower bound. This range corresponds to the two extreme cases: all other links have the same BR subchannel, and none,
respectively.

4.4

Marginal Contribution-Based Distributed Subchannel Allocation

In order to capture benefits associated with an EPG, i.e., to look for existence of steady-state
and avoid the oscillations problem in the game, it is desirable to design the utility function for
players according to some specified learning rules. This can provide predictive performance
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Algorithm 3 CBDSS for each link i
01 : Initialization phase:
02 :

Get synchronization.

03 :

Select a subchannel k0 randomly from set K.

04 :

Transmit during the sensing phase on subchannel k0 .

05 : Sensing phase of time-slot t = 1, 2, . . .:
06 :

Measure SINR, γi,k , on each subchannel k ∈ K.

07 :

Select the BR subchannel, k 0 , with highest-SINR

08 :

Compute the SINR improvement, ∆γi,k0 = γi,k0 − γi,kt−1

09 :

Update ∆γi,k0 and receive ∆γj,k0 from other links j

10 :

If ∆γi,k0 > ∆γ−i,k0
Switch ki,t = k 0
Else
Stay on the previous subchannel, ki,t = kt−1

11 : Payload phase of time-slot t:
12 :

Transmit on subchannel ki,t

13 :

Set t ← t + 1. Go to Step 05.

in the subchannel allocation game when players rationally play according to BR dynamics.
Desirably, to optimize the total capacity of the SCN while players distributively chooses their
strategies, a simple and straightforward option would be to assign the players’ utility function
and potential function equal to the total capacity (similar to the identical interest games [105,
106]), such that:
ui (si , s−i ) = P(S) = C

(4.8)

However, for the utility function in Equation (4.8), each link i would require information
feedback from all other links, which would become extremely complicated in a dense SCN.

4.4.1

Marginal Contribution

Looking forward to reduce the computational complexities while keeping the objective to maximize total capacity of the SCN, I resort to utilizing design rule of utility function based on the
concept of MC that is also proven to be an EPG [36]. The concept of MC considers designing
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utility function derived directly from the potential function, and is defined as [36],
MC
uMC
(s) − PMC (s−i )
i (s) = P

(4.9)

where PMC (s) and PMC (s−i ) are the value of potential function with presence and absence of
player i in the game, respectively.

4.4.2

Utility Function Design with Limited Information Feedback

I consider a potential function, PMC : S → R, with the objective to maximize total capacity of
the SCN for transmission of link i ∈ M on subchannel k, such that,
PMC (S) =

X

Wk (s)

(4.10)

k

where Wk (s) =

P

i:si =k

Ci,k is the total welfare (in term of capacity) from all links that are

using subchannel k. Hence, the potential function PMC (S) essentially reflects overall capacity
in Equation (2.4).
From Equations (4.9) and (4.10), I express the utility of link i when it is using subchannel
k 0 , i.e., si = k 0 , while the other links are using strategies s−i as,

0
MC
uMC
(si = k 0 , s−i ) − P MC (s−i )
i (si = k , s−i ) = P
X
X
Wk (s−i )
Wk (s) −
=
k



= Wk0 (s) +

k

X
k6=k0

 

X
Wk (s−i ) − Wk0 (s−i ) +
Wk (s−i )
k6=k0

= Wk0 (si , s−i ) − Wk0 (s−i )

(4.11)

where Wk0 (si , s−i ) and Wk0 (s−i ) are the total welfare on subchannel k 0 with presence and absence of link i in the game, respectively. Here while learning the utility on subchannel k 0 to
improve its own performance, the link i is aware of its influence to other links that are using
subchannel k 0 . From Equation (4.11), since link i is using only subchannel k 0 , the total welfare
on all other subchannels, k 6= k 0 , is the same as that without link i, i.e., I have for any subchan-

nel k 6= k 0 , Wk (si = k 0 , s−i ) = Wk (s−i ) and hence the total welfare from all other subchannels

(except k 0 ) is the same with and without link i. With this observation, the utility of link i is
expressed simply as ui (si = k 0 , s−i ) = Wk0 (si , s−i ) − Wk0 (s−i ), which is the additional welfare
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on subchannel k 0 when link i is in the game, compared to that when link i is not in the game, assuming all other links stay using the same strategies s−i . Hence, the computational complexities
to compute the utility are reduced in this game, since link i would require information feedback
only from those links that are also using subchannel k 0 , i.e., for which the strategy is s−i = k 0 .
The game with utility function in Equation (4.11) is an EPG for the potential function in
Equation (4.10) as shown in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. The game G = (M, {S}, {uMC
i (s)}) is an EPG and has at least one pure strategy
NE.
Proof. As shown in Section 3.2.2. of [36], when we set MC as a utility function, the game
with this utility function is proven to be an EPG where the strategy profile that maximizes the
potential function is the pure strategy NE.
Corollary 1.1. For a particular initial subchannel profile and sequence of play, the pure strategy NE of the game G = (M, {S}, {uMC
i (s)}) is unique.
Proof. Consider an initial subchannel profile, (s1 , . . . , si , . . . , sM ) where ∀i ∈ M, and there is
a strategy update sequence of players, say (m)m∈M .
MC
Since the game G = (M, {S}, {uMC
(S) is guari (s)}) is an EPG, the potential function P

anteed to converge to a maxima and that maxima in turn corresponds to a pure strategy NE
[65]. Hence, a pure strategy NE is unique, depending on the initial subchannel profile and the
sequence of play for the strategy update by players.

4.4.3

Information Feedback from Neighboring Small Cells

Note that, to compute the utility on a subchannel in Equation (4.11), the serving SAP of a
link needs to gather information of all other links in the SCN that are utilizing the particular
subchannel. Here, it is assumed that the transmission on a link interferes with all other links
over the common subchannel. However, this is not always true in SCNs where the interference
sources are dominant only within a neighborhood due to low transmitting power of SAPs [97].
In this regard, I consider each MS aperiodically listens the network to construct a neighbor
relation table (NRT) that contains the identity of its neighboring SAPs, and sends back to its
serving SAP. For this purpose, the automatic neighbor relation framework introduced in the
3GPP can be utilized to discover neighboring SAPs of the MS [107]. Here, each SAP broadcasts
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a unique physical cell identity (PCI), the identifier of the SAP, which the MSs can detect if the
reference signal receive power (RSRP) is greater than some threshold value (RSRPT H ). For
simplicity of evaluation, I assume that the RSRP from a SAP is greater than the RSRPT H
within their coverage range. Now, the MS lists all the detected PCIs in its NRT, indicating them
as its neighboring SAPs, and sends the NRT to the serving SAP. With the PCIs information in
the NRT, the serving SAP can establish X2 interface connections with the neighboring SAPs
of the MS in order to receive necessary information feedback while computing the utility (the
X2 interface allows for inter-cell signaling between SAPs) [34]. Hence, to compute the utility
on a subchannel, the serving SAP of a link needs information feedback only of those links
originating from the neighboring SAPs that are utilizing the particular subchannel.
Now, the utility function in Equation (4.11) of link i is modified as
0
uMC
i (si = k , sj ) = Wk0 (si , sj ) − Wk0 (sj )

(4.12)

Here, j ∈ Ji ⊂ M is the set of links originating from the neighboring SAPs of link i. The
utility function in Equation (4.12) for link i is calculated with the feedback of information only
of the links in set Ji that are also using subchannel k 0 , i.e., for which the strategy is sj = k 0 ,
thus further reducing the computational complexity to compute the utilities.

4.4.4

Distributed Algorithm for Subchannel Allocation

In this subsection, I present a distributed algorithm used by each SAP for subchannel allocation
of all links that it handles. In general, there may be a large number of links in a SCN, and the
amount of subchannel sensing and information exchange can be overwhelming. Hence, I am
looking to limit the amount of subchannel sensing and information exchange requirements. For
subchannel allocation, the proposed MCBR algorithm makes decisions based on information
obtained from sensing the subchannels where the number of new sensing subchannel is limited
to one. Moreover, for the particular sensing subchannel, the algorithm requires information
only from those other links that are currently allocated to that subchannel.
Marginal Contribution-Based Best-Response Algorithm
MCBR is described in Algorithm 4. Here, I assume that all SAPs are synchronized and time
is divided into time-slots of a fixed duration. Each time slot is further divided into two phases,
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called the sensing phase and the payload phase. Here, I consider the sensing phase alternating
with the payload phase. During the sensing phase, SAPs learn the utilities for different subchannels and make the decision to select the subchannel providing with highest utility. In the
payload phase, the SAP transmits on the selected subchannel.
In the sensing phase of time-slot t, a link i is selected to update its strategy. During this
sensing phase, all other links keep transmitting on the subchannel used in the previous time-slot
t − 1. The link i selects a new subchannel for sensing according to the subchannel selection
probability vector pi . Here, pi = {pi,1 (t), . . . , pi,K (t)}, where each element pi,k (t) is the probability of choosing subchannel k at time slot t by link i. The SAP for link i measures the utilities
on the new sensing subchannel and the subchannel allocated in the previous time-slot, i.e., for
strategies si = k 0 and si = kt−1 , according to Equation (4.12). Note that, in order to calculate
the two utilities, link i only needs to receive capacity reports of links j ∈ Ji that are transmitting
on those two subchannels.
Now, the subchannel with highest utility is determined based on the BR dynamics, such that,
bri (sj ) = arg

max

si ∈{k0 ,kt−1 }

uMC
i (si , sj )

(4.13)

From Equation (4.13), link i would best respond to switch to the new sensing subchannel
0
MC
k 0 if the utility uMC
i (si = k , sj ) > ui (si , = kt−1 , sj ). Otherwise, link i would stay with the

subchannel selected in the previous time-slot, i.e., subchannel kt−1 .
At the end of the sensing phase, the SAP for link i chooses the subchannel with the highest
utility for transmission in the payload phase (the rest of time-slot t) and updates the subchannel
selection probabilities in pi according to the received utility as shown in step 11. The updates of
subchannel selection probabilities are dependent on learning the step size (β), normalized utility
increment (r̃i ), and the selected subchannel (kt ) at time-slot t. To understand the update process,
let us again consider example 1 with two subchannels K = {1, 2}. Suppose for link i at timeslot t the subchannel selection probability vector is pi = {pi,1 (t − 1), pi,2 (t − 1)} = {0.5, 0.5}
with β = 0.5, r̃i = 0.5, and subchannel 1 is selected for transmission in the payload phase,
i.e., kt = 1. From the update rule in step 11, since link i has selected subchannel 1, the
probability of selecting this subchannel in the next time-slot increases and is given by pi,1 (t) =
0.5 + (0.5).(0.5).(1 − 0.5) = 0.625. On the other hand, the probability of selecting subchannel
2 in the next time-slot decreases and is given by pi,2 (t) = 0.5 − (0.5).(0.5).(0.5) = 0.375. Note
that the sum of subchannel selection probabilities of link i at time slot t always equals to 1,
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i.e.,

P

k∈K

pi,k (t) = 1. Such an approach for selecting a new sensing subchannel based on the

concept of probability distribution allows for the exploration of more subchannel profiles while
minimizing the amount of subchannel sensing and information exchange requirements at each
time-slot.

4.4.5

Computational Complexity Analysis

At each iteration in MCBR algorithm, the sensing phase complexity is O(2T ) which results
while sensing the new subchannel and the subchannel allocated in the previous time-slot, where
T is the duration of the sensing time. The complexity for information feedback from the neighboring links is reflected by O(|Ji |), the upper bound, and Ω(0), the lower bound. This range
corresponds to the two extreme cases when the sensing subchannel is also allocated by all other
neighboring links and none, respectively. Certainly, the overall computational complexity depends on the number of iterations needed for steady-state convergence, which is not unlimited
because of a finite number of possible strategy profiles. In contrast, the identical interest game,
which is shown to be an EPG [105, 106], with a potential function and utility function equal
to Equation (4.8), has the sensing phase complexity of O(|K|T ) and the information feedback
complexity of O(|M|) at each iteration. This is not scalable and would result in significant
computational complexity in dense SCN scenarios with large numbers of subchannels. Therefore, the computational complexity of the MCBR algorithm for each iteration is comparatively
low and suitable for practical implementation.
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Algorithm 4 MCBR used by SAPs for links it handles.
01: Initialization: (at time slot t = 0)
02:

Get synchronization

03:

Set subchannel selection probability of each link as

pi,k (t) =

04:

1
,
K

∀i ∈ M, k ∈ K

Randomly select a subchannel kt for all links i according to the subchannel selection

probability vector pi
05: In sensing phase of time slot t = 1, 2, . . .:
06:

Select a link i in predetermined round-robin fashion

07:

Select a new sensing subchannel k 0 according to pi

08:

Receive capacity reports of links j ∈ Ji for strategies si = kt−1 and si = k 0

09:

Measure utilities according to Equation (4.12) for strategies si = kt−1 and si = k 0

10:

Determine a subchannel kt with the highest utility according to Equation (4.13)

11:

Update subchannel selection probabilities such that,


pi,k (t − 1) + βr̃i (1 − pi,k (t − 1)), if k = kt
pi,k (t) =

pi,k (t − 1) − βr̃i pi,k (t − 1), otherwise
where 0 < β =

1
K

< 1 is learning step-size, and r̃i is normalized utility increment given

by
r̃i =

uMC
i (si = kt , sj )
MC
ui (si = kt , sj ) + uMC
i (si = kt−1 , sj )

12: In payload phase of time slot t:
13:

Link i transmits on subchannel kt

14:

Set t ← t + 1, go to step 05
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Table 4.1: Simulation parameters
Parameters

Values

Carrier frequency

2.0 GHz

Channel bandwidth (B)

1.4 MHz
{6, 9, 12, 15, 18}

Number of subchannels (K)
SAP max. transmit power (Pmax )

20 dBm

Noise power density

-174 dBm/Hz

Path loss:
Between SAP and MS link

127 + 30log10 (D)

Between other links

128.1 + 37.6log10 (D)
where D is link distance in km.

Standard deviation of lognormal

10 dB (between SAP and MS link)

shadowing

8 dB (between other links)

Multipath Rayleigh fading

Exponential random variable with unit mean
0 dB (between SAP and MS link)

Penetration loss

4.5

20 dB (between other links)

Simulation Results

In this section, I simulate and evaluate performance of the proposed MCBR algorithm with
information feedback from the neighborhood, denoted as MCBR (Neighborhood Information),
for different performance metrics. The simulations are performed in MATLAB version R2017b
(9.3.0.713579).
I consider deployment of small cells that belong to several operators in a cluster [108].
The small cell cluster consists of small cells uniformly deployed in a circular area of radius R
meters. MSs are uniformly distributed around circular coverage of radius r meters of SAPs. For
simulations, I choose R = 100 meters and r = 30 meters. The propagation model considered
is 3GPP Model 1 (Table A.2.1.1.2-3) in [109]. The channel gains include path-loss, lognormal
shadowing, and multipath Rayleigh fading. The lists of parameters used for simulation are
shown in Table 4.1.
I consider three general scenarios in a small cell cluster that can exist depending upon num-
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ber of subchannels and MSs associated per SAP. The first scenario, sparse, consists of SAPs
such that the number of subchannels are greater than MSs per SAP i (i.e., K > Mi ) for all
i ∈ N . The second scenario, moderate, consists of SAPs such that, the number of subchannels
are less/equal to MSs per SAP i (i.e., K ≤ Mi ) and the number of subchannels are greater than
MSs per SBS j (i.e., K > Mj ), for all i, j ∈ N . Finally the third scenario, dense, consists of
SAPs such that the number of subchannels are less/equal to MSs per SAP i (i.e., K ≤ Mi ) for
all i ∈ N . I evaluate performance of the proposed algorithms for all the three radio resource
scenarios. The number of SAPs and MSs, (N, M ), for sparse, moderate and dense scenarios
are set to (10, 15), (10, 55) and (10, 100) resp.
The reason for considering the three radio resource scenarios is to show the effectiveness of
the proposed scheme in different types of scenarios. For the sparse scenario, the evaluated performance metrics include effects of varying the number of subchannels, convergence analysis,
and efficiency comparison with other schemes. One reason for considering the sparse scenario
to show the efficiency comparison is that the search for global optimum using an exhaustive
search can be performed, while it is intolerably time consuming in the other two scenarios.
Finally, for all the three scenarios, I compare the performance of MCBR (Neighborhood Information) with other schemes in terms of Jain’s fairness index, average system capacity, average
interference, and information feedback requirements from an average number of links.
For comparison, I consider the BR strategy with utility in Equation (2.4) for two different
schemes, namely, BR (Simultaneous) and BR (Sequential) [64]. In the simultaneous scheme,
all links update their strategies simultaneously, without knowing the strategies that have been
chosen by other links. Hence, they are making a simultaneous move. In the sequential scheme,
each link take turns to update their strategies for selecting a subchannel that maximizes their
utility. I also compare the performance of the MCBR algorithm for the utility function described in Equation (4.11), i.e, with complete information feedback from all other links using a
particular subchannel in the SCN, denoted as MCBR (Complete Information).

4.5.1

Performance in Sparse Scenario

In this subsection, I compare the performance of MCBR (Neighborhood Information) in the
sparse scenario.
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Figure 4.4: Average system capacity with varying numbers of subchannels.
Effects of Varying the Number of Subchannels
First of all, the effect of varying the number of subchannels in MCBR (Neighborhood Information) is demonstrated for K = {6, 9, 12, 15, 18}. In Figure 4.4, it is noted that as the number
of subchannel increases, the subchannel allocation collision decreases; hence the convergence
speed to a steady state increases. However, since the total bandwidth is divided with the number of subchannels in Equation (2.4), the achieved total capacity decreases with an increase in
subchannels.
For simplicity, in the rest of simulations, I fix the number of subchannels to six.
Convergence Analysis
To show the convergence of MCBR (Neighborhood Information), Figure 4.5 depicts the evolution of the number of links on each subchannel. It is seen that the subchannel allocation
converges to a steady state in about 78 iterations. This observation validates the convergence of
the proposed MCBR (Neighborhood Information) algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: The evolution of number of links on each of the subchannels.
Efficiency Comparison
Figure 4.6 tracks the change in system capacity at each iteration and also shows the efficiency of
the steady-state convergence. It is noted that CBDSS, SBDSS (with p = 0.1 and 0.5), BR (Sequential), MCBR (Neighborhood Information), and MCBR (Complete Information) converge
to steady-states after some iterations, while BR (Simultaneous) do not achieve any steady-state
solution. Notably, the convergence to a steady-state of CBDSS is significantly faster as compared to other schemes. This is because at most K links can update to their BR subchannel
simultaneously at a given time. Also note that, SBDSS (with p = 0.5) reaches steady-state
faster as compared to SBDSS (with p = 0.1). This is due to the fact that SBDSS (with p = 0.1)
limits more number of players actually updating their strategies at a given time, and hence results with slower convergence. Also, the plots for both MCBR (Neighborhood Information) and
MCBR (Complete Information) exhibit the convergence to the pure strategy NE, corresponding
to maxima at about 78 and 49 iterations, respectively. This validates that MCBR algorithm is an
EPG. As expected, for BR (Simultaneous), the system capacity fluctuates at each iteration and
never reaches to steady-state convergence.
Figure 4.7 shows the average values of system capacity obtained for 200 random deploy-
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Figure 4.6: System capacity comparison.
ments of the sparse scenario. The performance of MCBR (Neighborhood Information) and
MCBR (Complete Information) are close to the optimal solution (obtained from an exhaustive
search). The results demonstrate the near-optimal performance of the two MCBR schemes.
Note that the convergence speeds to steady states for both MCBR schemes are almost similar
and exhibit convergence to maxima. The average performance of CBDSS is significantly faster
as compared to all other schemes. The overall average performance of the system capacity is
compromised in CBDSS, SBDSS (with p = 0.1 and 0.5), and BR (Sequential), where players
opportunistically try to maximize their own capacities, whereas the BR (Simultaneous) results
in the worst average performance of all when all links update their strategies simultaneously.
The results in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 also demonstrates that stochastic BR with small values of p
can provide similar effect as sequential move without any requirements of information exchange
for coordination among players while updating strategies. Whereas, coordinated actions could
allow multiple players to update their strategies at a given time and hence enhance the speed
towards steady-state convergence.
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Figure 4.7: Average system capacity over 200 random deployments.

4.5.2

Performance in Different Radio Resource Scenarios

In this subsection, I compare performance of MCBR (Neighborhood Information) with other
schemes in all the three radio resource scenarios. I average the performance for 200 randomly
generated deployments of each scenario, where the number of iterations is fixed to 500. Moreover, I show 95% confidence intervals in the following figures. Note that for all the schemes,
the confidence intervals for the sparse scenario are too small to be visible, which is justified by
the plots obtained in Figure 4.7.
First, for the subchannel allocations by all the schemes, I compare fairness in terms of
average system capacity obtained by each link. The performance metric I have selected to
study this is the fairness index proposed by Jain et al. [110]. It determines how fairly the
resources are distributed among players where the highest fairness index is equal to 1. This
fairness index is widely applied in the literature to evaluate the level of fairness achieved by
resource allocation algorithms [87, 93, 111]. Considering a M −link SCN scenario for which
link i achieves an average system capacity of Ci,avg from subchannel allocation profiles allocated
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Table 4.2: Fairness indices comparison.
Sparse

Moderate

Dense

Global Optimum (Exhaustive Search)

0.985

−

−

BR (Simultaneous)

0.9705

0.9567

0.9483

BR (Sequential)

0.9694

0.9309

0.8647

SBDSS (with p = 0.5)

0.9665

0.9252

0.8741

SBDSS (with p = 0.1)

0.9414

0.8971

0.7849

CBDSS

0.9477

0.8859

0.7815

MCBR (Complete Information)

0.9465

0.9095

0.7743

MCBR (Neighborhood Information)

0.9582

0.9197

0.8029

by a scheme, the Jain’s fairness index [110] for the scheme is defined as
PM

2
i=1 Ci,avg )
P
2
M M
i=1 Ci,avg

(

(4.14)

Table 4.2 displays the fairness indices obtained by the MCBR (Neighborhood Information)
algorithm compared with other schemes in the three radio resource scenarios. It can be seen
that the optimal solution obtained from an exhaustive search, Global Optimum (Exhaustive
Search), provides the highest degree of fairness with an index of 0.985 in the sparse scenario.
Note that the search for optimum solution using an exhaustive search is only performed for
the sparse scenario since it is intolerably time consuming for the other two scenarios. BR
(Simultaneous) is able to maintain the fairness index above 0.9 in all the three radio resource
scenarios. However, this performance result comes at an expense in average system capacity as
shown in Figure 4.8. From Figure 4.8, notice that there is a trade-off in terms of average system
capacity and fairness indices. BR (Simultaneous) is able to maintain higher degree of fairness,
as compared to other schemes, but at an expense of achievable average system capacity in all
the scenarios. For all the scenarios, both MCBR schemes, MCBR (Neighborhood Information)
and MCBR (Complete Information), are able to provide with efficient average system capacity
performance and intermediate degree of fairness as compared to other schemes. An explanation
for such performance behavior can be attributed to the utility function, i.e., the welfare-based
learning rule for the decision-makers, where decision-makers are aware of their influence on
others while they are trying to take an action to improve own performance.
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Figure 4.8: Average system capacity versus Fairness.
Figure 4.9 compares the average system capacity for the three radio resource scenarios.
MCBR (Complete Information) provides better average system capacity as compared to other
schemes, while considerable performance is obtained from MCBR (Neighborhood Information) in all the scenarios. With increasing number of links, the achievable average system capacity from MCBR (Complete Information) and MCBR (Neighborhood Information) increases
more quickly than for the other two schemes. MCBR (Complete Information) and MCBR
(Neighborhood Information) are able to provide significant performance improvement even in
the dense scenarios. CBDSS tends to provide with improved average system capacity as compared to other BR schemes. This is due to the fact that CDBSS converges to a steady-state
faster and thus results in improved average system capacity. SBDSS (with p = 0.1) and BR
(Sequential) have almost similar performance while BR (Simultaneous) provides the worst performance. In addition, the accumulated interference for both MCBR schemes compared to other
BR strategy schemes is considerably smaller, as seen in Figure 4.10. For all the schemes, the
average interference grows when SCNs becomes denser.
Next in Table 4.3, I evaluate the reduction in average number of links from which information feedback are required for MCBR (Neighborhood Information) compared to MCBR
(Complete Information) in the three radio resource scenarios. Recall that in both the MCBR
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Figure 4.9: Average system capacity in different radio resource scenarios.
schemes, each link requires feedback only from other links that are allocated to the new sensing
subchannel and the subchannel allocated in the previous time-slot. Under MCBR (Complete
Information), which requires information feedback from all other links in the SCN allocated to
the particular sensing subchannel, the average numbers of links for information feedback are
2.65, 12.86, and 46.37 links, respectively. Since MCBR (Neighborhood Information) requires
information feedback only of links originating from the neighboring SBSs, the average numbers
of links for information feedback drop significantly to 0.94, 4.17, and 12.83 links, respectively,
which is a 65–70% reduction in all the three radio resource scenarios. These results show that
the computational complexity of MCBR (Neighborhood Information) is low and suitable for
practical implementation in different radio resource scenarios of SCNs. From these analysis,
I can conclude that MCBR (Neighborhood Information) is able to provide efficient and fair
subchannel allocation, even with limitations to complete information feedback in the SCN.
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Figure 4.10: Average interference in different radio resource scenarios.

4.6

Summary

In this chapter, I studied and proposed distributed algorithms for subchannel allocation by small
cells in non-cooperative and cooperative networks.
In non-cooperative SCNs, with restriction on information exchange and coordination among
small cells, each small cell relies on SINR at various subchannels and then responds by selecting
the subchannel corresponding to highest-SINR as shown in algorithm 1. Each player regularly
senses the SINRs on all subchannels and selects the best subchannel. I discuss in details the
case of 3-links-2-channel homogeneous case. If each player selects the best subchannel following a deterministic BR, an oscillation occurs no matter of the initial subchannel selection and
it results in lower total capacity. To avoid the oscillation and achieve improved total capacity,
while still assuming no information exchange and coordination among the players, I propose
algorithm 2 (SBDSS), where each player changes to the best subchannel with some selection
probability p, and use a Markov chain to analyze its average capacity performance. In cooperative SCN, algorithm 3 (CBDSS) was proposed, which allows multiple players to update to their
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Table 4.3: Information feedback requirements from average number of links.
Sparse

Moderate

Dense

MCBR (Complete Information)

2.65

12.86

46.37

MCBR (Neighborhood Information)

0.94

4.17

12.83

% reduction

64.53

67.57

72.33

best subchannel simultaneously and speed-up the convergence performance.
Finally, I utilized the concept of MC to design the learning rule for the distributed subchannel allocation problem with an objective to maximize welfare of the SCNs, defined as the
total system capacity. The proposed MCBR algorithm requires limited information feedback,
i.e., only for the sensing subchannel from other links in the neighborhood, and is verified to be
an EPG. This low computational complexity makes it suitable for practical implementation in
SCNs while it attains the desirable properties of EPGs, as: (1) it ensures existence of a pure
strategy NE, (2) the pure strategy NE corresponds to the maxima of the potential function,
and (3) sequential updates of strategy following BR dynamics result in convergence to a pure
strategy NE. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme is able to achieve satisfactory
performance than other baseline solutions in terms of convergence speed, system capacity, fairness, and interference. Moreover, it ensures an efficient performance close to that obtained with
a centralized exhaustive search. From the analysis, I conclude that efficient and considerate fair
performance is achievable for the distributed subchannel allocation problem when decisionmakers are aware of their influence on others while they are trying to take an action to improve
own performance.
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Chapter 5
Collaborative Multi-Operator
Management and Control
5.1

Introduction

The current evolution in wireless cellular networks are expected to provide ubiquitous network
access to the users at anytime and anywhere [3]. With an exponential growth of the mobile
users, the demands to provide seamless connectivity with desired level of services to subscribers
become an important challenge for MNOs. The current SCNs deployment scenarios (for both
indoor and outdoor locations) usually support users of only one MNO [66], which means that
with multiple MNOs in one location, users are isolated to separate cells of their respective
MNO. For a MNO to consider provision of its network resources to competitors’ users involve
technical aspects as well as other regulatory aspects [68, 69]. For instance, MNO with exclusive
rights to spectrum would have little incentive to share their precious spectrum with other MNOs
despite significant researches [112] and regulatory efforts [54, 69], as the mobile market is
mainly characterized by high upfront cost of acquiring spectrum licenses [70].
Generally, subscribers are in contract with MNOs, where the services are often chosen by
them. Service level agreement (SLA) is the contract that is agreed upon in written form that
remains static during certain period of time [113]. However, a MNO might not have enough
resources and/or coverage (radio networks availability) everywhere, while others might have
under-utilization of their available resources that would result them with decrease in revenues.
In order to maintain desired level of services to users and avoid under-utilization of resources,
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MNOs could collaborate with other MNO(s) to sustain their service to users in any dynamic
environment, considering active users’ density and resources availability. This would however
require MNOs to reach a beforehand agreement on service policies that would allow network
resources utilization by users belonging to the other. For this propose, negotiation to reach a
possible agreement on services and form collaboration between MNOs becomes necessary. This
chapter presents a brief operation of the CMM module in CCRM framework, in Figure 3.9, that
enables collaboration among multiple MNOs to serve users irrespective of their association with
a particular MNO. The proposed approach allows a MNO to negotiate for services with other
MNOs whenever their own network is unable to sustain services to its MSs, while it motivates
the other MNO to reach an agreement considering an increase in revenues by allowing extra
users to get service from their under-utilized network resources.

5.2

State-of-the-Art for Multi-Operator Network Sharing

In the near future, the number of wireless devices that are accessing mobile networks are expected to outnumber the human population [1]. As such, management and proper utilization
of the licensed spectrum by MNOs to provide desired level of services to their subscribers will
be an important issue [114]. In [115], the authors argues that network sharing should not be
taken as a threat to hinder competition among MNOs, rather with proper regulatory framework,
as a key approach to enhance affordable advanced services. Initially, network sharing was exclusively viewed as an alternative to capital expenditure (CAPEX) reduction, however it has
potential to many other strategic benefits by appropriate understanding and regulation of various market players [115]. Two network sharing standards are defined by 3GPP: multi-operator
core network (MOCN) and gateway core network (GWCN). In MOCN, only the radio access
network (RAN) is shared where the shared RAN is directly connected to each of the MNOs core
networks, while in GWCN, elements of the core network are shared as well to form a shared
core network so that the interconnection of the MNOs core networks is done at the core network
level [54].
Although there are various approaches to network sharing options available for MNOs
[115], it can be simplified to passive and active sharing. Passive sharing involves MNOs to
share BS sites, building premises, and masts. Whereas, active sharing provides virtualization of
the shared physical resources, such as infrastructure and spectrum. Infrastructure sharing and
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spectrum sharing are considered to be prominent solutions to utilize the existing resources more
efficiently [28].
Infrastructure sharing allows the subscribers of one MNO to utilize the RAN of another
MNO(s) to improve the coverage or capacity offered to the subscriber. This allows users to
freely switch between the networks of multiple operators. Considering conventional cellular
networks as an example, the spectrum bandwidth is divided into frequency bands and different
operators transmit over different frequency bands. This in turn improves the coverage in an
under-served areas while reducing the requirement of increment in BSs deployment [28].
In [31], the authors introduced intra-cell roaming-based infrastructure sharing mechanism
that exploits the coexistence of multiple MNOs in the same area. It combines infrastructure
sharing and BSs switching-off techniques that enable MNOs provide themselves with benefits
of operational cost (OPEX) reduction and energy saving.
Multi-operator spectrum sharing, which refers to the ability of operators to jointly agree
upon sharing some parts of their licensed spectrum, has been gaining research interests [28, 99,
112, 114, 116–118]. It provides an opportunity to proper utilization of the exclusively licensed
(dedicated) spectrum that remains under-utilized at various times [29]. In spectrum sharing, an
operator is able to access the exclusive spectrums of other operator(s).
The usage of the shared spectrum can be divided into two categories: orthogonal and nonorthogonal [118]. In orthogonal spectrum sharing, MNOs exclusively assign the spectrum from
the common spectrum pool, and in non-orthogonal spectrum sharing, more than one MNOs simultaneously allocates spectrum from the common spectrum pool at any particular time. However, for both of the spectrum sharing approaches, a mutual agreement among operators should
be reached upon the shared spectrum usage policy.
In [116], the authors studied the performance of orthogonal spectrum sharing, where at any
given time only a MNO was allowed to use the spectrum from the shared pool. Their results
show significant improvement in system capacity when MNOs share whole portion of their
spectrum. Similarly in [117], a mechanism was designed for spectrum allocation to achieve
flexible spectrum usage among two MNOs. Here, the whole spectrum pool of the two MNOs
were further divided into dedicated and shared portions, and spectrum allocation procedures
were carried out based on clustering approach. Moreover, in [118], performance evaluation
for two MNOs’ network with orthogonal spectrum sharing demonstrated via emulation shows
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sharing as an important aspect to enhance the overall system capacity. The work in [112] try to
optimize the long term usage of spectrum, where unused spectrum were shared orthogonally and
equally between overloaded operators in both centralized and distributed manner. Recently, [99]
studied non-orthogonal spectrum sharing in multi-operator small cell networks using many-toone matching game framework (where a subchannel from the shared spectrum can be assigned
by one or more operators simultaneously) with an objective to maximize the sum rate from
spectrum allocations.
The work in [98] has studied the economics of spectrum sharing by enabling profit sharing
mechanism among MNOs. They consider a set of MNOs with fixed market share and individual spectrum licenses, who weighs on either to upgrade their RAN or enter into spectrum
sharing in order to improve both the service provided to their users and revenues. A coalition
is formed when all or a set of MNOs agree upon sharing there spectrum, i.e., pooling individual spectrum together for all other MNOs in coalition. Two cost division mechanism among
MNOs in coalition are also studied, with and without profit sharing, which are based on cooperative game theory models. However, stability of the coalition is mainly dependent upon
the market share (customer base) and spectrum share of MNOs. However, both of the spectrum sharing approaches, orthogonal and non-orthogonal, would not be feasible without a prior
mutual agreement among MNOs upon the shared spectrum usage policy.
Moreover, from the study in [28], it indicates that each type of sharing has its own associated
gains. The work compares the gains from infrastructure, spectrum and full sharing (combination
of both). While spectrum sharing results with improved achievable data rate, infrastructure
sharing provides with improved coverage. Full sharing had significant increase in the average
data rate, but lower coverage improvement as compared to infrastructure sharing scenario.
Small cEllS coordination for Multi-tenancy and Edge services (SESAME) [119], an European research project for 5G infrastructure public private partnership (5G-PPP) [120], provides
a first conceptual approach that focuses on to design and develop a novel 5G platform based
on concept of small cells to enable multi-tenancy coupled with an edge-based virtualized execution environment. SESAME proposes a cloud-enabled small cells (CESC) concept at the
edge of the small cell networks that offers computing, storage, and radio resources. Through
virtualization, the CESC cluster can be seen as a cloud of resources which can be sliced to
enable multi-tenancy. The 3GPP based RAN sharing concept, MOCN [54], can be considered
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as an exclusive enabler for multi-tenancy features in SESAME. In SESAME, the CESC cluster
can be viewed as acting as a neutral host [66] for multiple MNOs to share some part of their
network resources, while the tenant MNOs can be viewed as MVNOs [3] that rely on leasing
resources from the CESC to offer services to their customers.
Coverage is considered as one of the most important issue to customers and an important
dimension for MNOs to compete [115]. Other issues such as brand name and customer service
becomes irrelevant if the MNO could not provide coverage in the areas of customers’ interest.
Traditionally with macrocell coverage, infrastructure were precious and sharing the physical
location with competitors could result losing differentiation for a MNO. But with small cells,
differentiation on such basis is less of an importance since the deployment cost of small cells
are largely reduced [5]. However, a MNO can still remain a major player based on its ownership
of the licensed spectrum. Hence, it is required that to offer multi-operator small cells support
in SCN, a MNO should consider negotiation with multiple MNOs and reach an agreement with
suitable MNO(s) that offers each party with collaboration gains, as a motivation for sharing
network resource.
The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as below:
• The proposed mechanism of multi-operator small cells collaboration can be applicable to
SCNs as well as other radio network technologies, which could offer several advantages
to MNOs such as: maintain services to users even in an overloaded environment, sustain
users’ loyalty, avoid under-utilization of available network resources, improve revenues
by serving extra users from a market share, and serve users at locations not under network
coverage.
• The introduced approach to collaboration by first determining policy profile and then
involving in negotiation could be applied to other fields where agents would be motivated
to share their exclusive owned resources to other parties.

5.3

Collaboration Management Module

The CMM module introduced in Fig. 3.9 is a logical module placed in the C-RAN that is responsible for establishing collaboration among multiple MNOs to provide desired services to
users depending upon dynamic network requirements. CCRM framework is envisioned to per89

form multi-operator network (resource and infrastructure) sharing, however with distinguishable characteristics of establishing motivation to share the precious network resources of a MNO
with its competitors through collaboration. The CMM acts as a main entity of the CCRM for
enabling multi-operator collaboration. It is responsible to perform two main functionality, as
below:
• determine a policy profile of a MNO that depend on its network resources availability and
utilization, and
• involve in negotiation and establish mutual agreement with other MNO(s) to utilize/provide
network resources from/to others.
The provision of collaboration would ensure a MNO to maintain the desired level of service to their users during changes in network resources availability, such as, during overloaded
environment when the user’s service level may not be met, or when the MNO’s services are
not available at a particular location. The multi-operator collaboration is also envisioned to create a bring-your-own-device (BYOD) environment that can enable services to users regardless
of their parent MNO service/coverage and maintain ubiquitous mobile service coverage. The
collaboration among MNOs would offer some key advantages to operators:
• maintain services to users even in an overloaded environment, and sustain customer loyalty,
• avoid under-utilization of available radio network resources,
• improve revenues from the available network resources by serving extra users from a
market share, and
• serve users at locations not under network coverage enabling a BYOD environment.
Seeker MNO and Feeder MNO
Considering the network resources availability and its utilization, a MNO determines to be
either a seeker (a recipient of service access for some of its users from network resources of
other MNOs), to improve services to its users, or a feeder (a provider of service access to some
users of the seeker MNO), to improve revenue by avoiding under-utilization of its network
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resources. Here, I consider revenue incurred by a small cell is calculated according to a fixed
data service pricing model [121] defined in terms of average data rate perceived by each user.
The total revenue, Ri , of MNO i is given by,
(Mi )

Ri = φi Mi ρi

(5.1)

where,
• φi is price per user per unit (bps) of data rate service,
• Mi is number of users getting served by MNO i, and
(Mi )

• ρi

5.3.1

is average per user data rate offered by MNO i for serving Mi users.

MNO’s Policy Profile

I assume that the service that each MNO must strictly provide is the minimum average per user
data rate. To meet this minimum rate, a MNO may need to use the bandwidth of other MNO(s)
to increase the average per user data rate above this threshold. In that case, the MNO who seeks
more bandwidth is called a seeker, while those providing additional bandwidth to the seeker are
called feeders.
Specifically, suppose MNO S serves Ms users but the current average per user data rate,
(Ms )

ρs

(Ms )

, is less than the required minimum rate, ρs,min . Hence, MNO S is a seeker since ρs

<

ρs,min , “condition to be a seeker”. It will need to find out MNO(s) that can be feeder(s) to serve
some ms number of its current users and improve its average per user data rate, such that, it can
(Ms −ms )

now meet the minimum rate, i.e., ρs

≥ ρs,min .

Suppose for simplicity only one MNO F is a feeder. Let φ0s be the maximum price per user
per bps that S is willing to pay to the feeder. This price φ0s is called the seeker’s reservation
price. The average per user data rate that the feeder F can serve with additional ms users from
(Mf +ms )

S is denoted as ρf

(Mf +ms )

. Hence, S is willing to pay F at most φ0s ms ρf

for the service

to ms users.
(Ms −ms )

Note that there is one constraint to seeker now: (a) ρs

≥ ρs,min . In the best case, by

having the feeder serves ms users of the seeker, the seeker tries to meet (i) its minimum rate
requirement as well as (ii) improve (or not decrease) its revenue. That is, the seeker satisfies
the constraint (a) above as well as not decrease its revenue. Specifically, the new revenue with
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F serving its ms users is not less than the current revenue (although not meeting the minimum
rate). That is,
(Mf +ms )

s −ms )
φs (Ms − ms )ρ(M
+ φs ms ρf
s

(Mf +ms )

− φ0s ms ρf

s)
≥ φs Ms ρ(M
s

(5.2)

where, the left-hand side is the new revenue with F serving its ms users and the right-hand side
is the current revenue where the seeker serves all Ms users. In the left-hand side, the first term
(Ms −ms )

is the revenue from serving Ms − ms users by the seeker itself (at rate ρs

bps per user),

the second term is the revenue from serving ms users by the feeder, and the third term is the
maximum payment the seeker pays to the feeder calculated with the seeker’s reservation price.
From equation (5.2), the upper-bound of the seeker’s reservation price φ0s is given as
(Mf +ms )

(Ms −ms )

φ0s

≤

φs ((Ms − ms )ρs

+ ms ρf

(M +m )
ms ρf f s

(Ms )

− Ms ρs

)

(5.3)

I consider the seeker’s reservation price φ0s to be the price where it is not improving its
revenue, but only meeting the minimum rate requirement. Hence, φ0s is equal to the upperbound given above.
The feeder F currently serves Mf users at price φf . It can serve all its Mf users at the
average per user data rate higher than the minimum rate requirement, ρf,min . It can support
(Mf +m∗s )

additional m∗s users of S if ρf

≥ ρf,min , “condition to be a feeder”. Hence, if ms ≤ m∗s ,

then it can support ms , otherwise at most m∗s .

(Mf +ms )

In the best case, by serving ms users of S, F has lower average per user data rate at ρf

.

Hence, it must be compensated by the seeker. The feeder also has its own reservation price, φ0f ,
which is the minimum price that the feeder will accept from the seeker. The feeder has no
need to improve its average per use data rate since it already meets the minimum rate, i.e.,
(Mf +ms )

ρf

≥ ρf,min . Its only motivation to collaborate with the seeker is in improving revenue

from utilizing available spectrum. That is, the feeder will agree to serve ms users of the seeker
as long as its new revenue is better than the current revenue, i.e.,
(Mf +ms )

φf Mf ρf

(Mf +ms )

+ φ0f ms ρf

(Mf )

≥ φf Mf ρf

(5.4)
(Mf )

where, the right-hand side is the current revenue from serving Mf users at rate ρf

. In the left(Mf +ms )

hand side, the first term is the new revenue from serving Mf users at the new lower rate ρf

and the second term is the minimum acceptable payment from the seeker at the feeder’s reservation price.
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From equation (5.4), the lower-bound of the feeder’s reservation price φ0f is given as
(Mf )

φ0f

≥

φf Mf (ρf

(Mf +ms )

− ρf

)

(M +m )
ms ρf f s

(5.5)

Similar to the seeker’s case, I take the feeder’s reservation price to be its lower-bound which
is the price where the feeder is indifferent between serving the seeker’s ms users or not.
The agreement price, φa (ms ), at which the seeker and feeder agree for payment to have ms
users served by the feeder must be negotiated between the seeker and feeder. For the negotiation
to be successful, it is required that the seeker’s reservation price is higher than the feeder’s
reservation price and the agreement price is in between. That is, φ0f ≤ φa ≤ φ0s .

5.3.2

Negotiation for Collaboration

Negotiation is an important phase of collaboration for interacting and reaching to an agreement
over some service between participants (in our case it’s MNOs). It acts as an effective way
where a group of participants are able to reach a mutually acceptable agreement with some
service policy [122]. Negotiations can exist in many different forms [123]: one-to-one, one-tomany, and many-to-many. While the latter two cases are dealt with using some form of auction
protocol, the former case is often solved using some form of heuristic method [123]. One-to-one
negotiation, often termed as bilateral negotiation [123–125], involves two participants during
negotiation process. In such negotiation, MNOs would exchange proposal offers, representing
some acceptable solutions, until either an agreement is reached or the negotiation terminates
with a failure. Naturally, individual participant in the negotiation acquires a getting yes principles, where participating MNOs would approach with a desire to optimize their own position,
even going so far as to win at the expense of their partner. Such policy can be viewed as win
policy, while giving up as little as possible. The negotiating parties are self-interested, and tries
to extract values from service of other.
The negotiation between two participants, seeker and feeder MNOs, is called negotiation
trade. When a MNO negotiate with a potential candidate, there often have some alternative
candidates that co-exist or that may appear in future during the negotiation trade. Such alternative candidates are called outside options [124], and contribute to outcome of the negotiation.
When there are multiple outside options available for the service, the MNO has two alternatives
to execute negotiation trades [123, 124]: 1) sequential negotiation with one candidate at a time,
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or 2) simultaneous negotiation with multiple candidates at a time. The former involves performing negotiation trade with each candidate one at a time, and thus this may result in a lengthy
encounters. However, it is comparatively easy to execute as the outcome of one negotiation
trade can be used to dictate behavior in subsequent negotiation trades [123]. In simultaneous negotiation, the negotiator executes the negotiation trade in parallel with other negotiation
trades. It can significantly speed-up the negotiation process, however coordination behavior
among various negotiation trades may be complicated [123].
The negotiation trade in simultaneous bilateral negotiation is different from an auction process, in which participants can be seen as auctioneer and bidder, and other candidates as opponent bidders, as below [124]:
• the information of negotiation trades are not directly observed by outside options, but in
auction the bids are observed by all other bidders,
• and, in negotiation, both participants can propose and respond, but in auction only bidders
propose.
CMM Negotiation Model
I consider one-to-one negotiation, often termed as bilateral negotiation [124], which involves
two participants (a seeker and a feeder) during a negotiation process (negotiation trade). In such
negotiation, participating MNOs would exchange proposal offers, representing some acceptable
solutions, until either an agreement is reached or the negotiation terminates with a failure. As
the bilateral negotiation between a seeker and a feeder is a time-constrained domain, hence, I
am interested in simultaneous bilateral negotiation such that a MNO can simultaneously execute
several negotiation trades at a time when there are multiple alternative candidates available to a
negotiator.
Now, I develop a coordinated model in which various negotiation trades can mutually influence each other. Let a negotiation trade round be denoted by c ∈ [1, . . . , C]. The number
of negotiation trades at round c be denoted by |dc |. Now, the collection of negotiation trades at
round c is given by
|d |

c
Dc = {dj }j=1

(5.6)

At round c, the participants, seeker and feeder, in the negotiation trade dj proposes an offer
φcsf or φcf s , respectively. Following the negotiation strategy in [124], the offer at round c of the
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seeker and the feeder are assumed to follow:
φcsf = φmin + αsc (φ0s − φmin )

(5.7)

φcf s = φmax − αfc (φmax − φ0f )

(5.8)

where, φmin and φmax are initial offers of the seeker and the feeder respectively, and αic , i ∈
1
{s, f }, is a time-dependent function defined as αic = Cc ζi . Here, ζ is used to determine the
concession pace at c.a
Now, I model the response of the seeker and the feeder to an offer in a negotiation trade,
dj ∈ Dc , as best-response strategy [64], such that at round c,
• Best-response of seeker MNO, brs :


c


accept;
if φc+1

sf ≥ φf s


c
brs = reject and counter-offer; if φc+1
sf < φf s





c
0
quit;
if φc+1
sf ≥ φf 0 s , f ∈ Dc \dj
• Best-response of feeder MNO, brf :


c


accept;
if φc+1

f s ≤ φsf


c
brf = reject and counter-offer; if φc+1
f s > φsf





0
c
quit;
if φc+1
f s ≤ φs0 f , s ∈ Dc \dj

(5.9)

(5.10)

From above equations (5.9) and (5.10), it can be seen that if any agreement is reached at
round c, then the offer is accepted with the most profitable negotiation trade. At such an offer,
both negotiators in the negotiation trade agree upon this payment (the agreement price) and
consequently quits all other negotiation trades.
a

With 0 < ζ < 1, a negotiator takes a Boulware strategy [126], i.e., tends to maintain an offered price until

the time is almost exhausted, then concedes to the reservation price quickly. With ζ > 1, a negotiator takes a
Conceder strategy [127], i.e., goes to the reservation price rapidly and early. Despite the value of ζ, with a constant
reservation price, the offer from seeker (feeder) monotonically increases (decreases) as the negotiation rounds
progresses.
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5.4

Overall Operation in CCRM Framework

In this section, I briefly summarize the overall basic operational flow in a CCRM framework,
i.e., both cooperation for resource allocation within SAPs of a MNO, and collaboration between
multiple MNOs as shown in Figure 5.1. The operational flow is described in sequence below:
1. The MCBR algorithm introduced in Chapter 4 is performed by SAPs of a MNO to allocate
resources (subchannels) to their MSs. A subchannel, that generates highest utility, is
selected for each link and allocated to transmit on it in the payload phase.
2. The service provisioned by the SAP to the associated MSs, average per user data rate,
are feedback to OAM in the C-RAN. Here, service evaluation process is performed to
determine whether minimum average per user data rate is maintained or not.
3. Based on average per user data rate, the MNO determines its policy profile to be either a
seeker or a feeder MNO.
4. Simultaneous bilateral negotiation trades are established among other MNOs.
5. Based on best-response strategy, MNOs take actions in a negotiation trade, i.e., either
accept, reject and counter-offer, or quit.
6. If an agreement is reached on some offer following best-response strategy, the MNOs
configure their radio networks according to service policy agreement. The service policy
consists of an agreement price for service to be paid by the seeker MNO, and accepted
number of MSs of the seeker MNO to be served by the feeder MNO.
7. Finally at SAP, admission of MSs is performed according to the service policy, and resource allocations to MSs continues by following MCBR algorithm.

5.5

Simulation Results

In this section, I evaluate the performance of collaboration among two MNOs, a seeker and a
feeder, for several performance metrics. I consider deployment of small cells that belong to two
MNOs in a cluster [108]. The small cells cluster consists of small cells uniformly deployed in a
circular area of radius R = 100 meters. MSs are uniformly distributed around circular coverage
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Figure 5.1: Cooperative and collaborative multi-operator operation in CCRM framework.

of radius r = 30 meters of small cells. The simulation parameters are same as shown in Table
4.1. The propagation model considered is 3GPP Model 1 (Table A.2.1.1.2-3) in [109]. For
simplicity, in simulation, I use channel bandwidth of B = 1.4 MHz with corresponding number
of subchannels K = 6 and maximum transmit power of SBSs set to 20 dBm. The number
of deployed SAPs by seeker and feeder are set to 10 each. The number of MSs belonging to
seeker and feeder, (Ms , Mf ), are set to (100, 10), unless stated. The average per user data rate
threshold is set to 0.5 Mbps per user. I consider φmin = 0, φmax = 2, and C = 10 rounds
with the seeker initiating a proposal offer. Both the feeder and seeker MNOs utilizes MCBR
(Neighborhood Information) algorithm, unless stated, for the purpose of resource allocations
with the simulation parameters indicated in Table 4.1.
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Figure 5.2: Proposal offers of a feeder and a seeker MNO depending upon values of ζf and ζs
i.e., 0 < ζ < 1 and ζ > 1, and Mf = 10 and Ms = 100. A case of agreement in a negotiation
trade, where agreement price follows φ0f ≤ φa ≤ φ0s .

5.5.1

Effects of Strategy in Proposal Offers

In Figure 5.2 (a) - (d), it shows proposal offers made by feeder and seeker MNOs in the negotiation trade by following either Boulware strategy or Conceder Strategy. The number of MSs
belonging to the feeder and the seeker MNOs are fixed to 10 and 100 respectively. When both
participants follows Boulware strategy, ζf = 0.1 and ζs = 0.1, I can notice that they maintain
their offers until the negotiation trade round c is almost exhausted and then concedes to their
respective reservation prices when the negotiation trade almost reaches C rounds. While, if any
one of the participant follows a Conceder strategy as shown in Figure 5.2 (b) - (d), the participants offers goes to their respective reservation prices quickly and much early in the negotiation
trade of C rounds. Here also, the intersection point of the proposal offers happens as the number
of feeder MSs (Mf ) is comparatively less than the number of MSs that would provide them with
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Figure 5.3: Proposal offers of a feeder and a seeker MNO depending upon values of ζf and ζs
i.e., 0 < ζ < 1 and ζ > 1, and Mf = 50 and Ms = 100. A case of no agreement in a negotiation
trade.

improvement in revenue from their available network resources. Figure 5.2 (a) - (d) signifies
that an agreement is possible in this negotiation trade of C rounds because a proposal offer of
either feeder or seeker is favorable to the others following best-response strategy in equations
(5.9) and (5.10), and also noting the fact that the agreement price follows: φ0f ≤ φa ≤ φ0s .
The plots in Figure 5.3 (a) - (d), show a case of no agreement in a negotiation trade. Here,
I consider that the number of feeder MSs (Mf ) is comparatively higher than the previous plots
in Figure 5.2, i.e. Mf = 50. In this case, although the feeder and the seeker MNOs enter
a negotiation trade, however, no agreement can be reached upon any of the proposal offers.
Notably, it supports our analysis for the requirement of an agreement in a negotiation trade, i.e.,
for the negotiation to be successful, the seeker’s reservation price needs to be higher than the
feeder’s reservation price and the agreement price is in between. That is, φ0f ≤ φa ≤ φ0s .
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Figure 5.4: Revenues of the feeder and the seeker MNOs depending upon values of ζf and ζs
i.e., 0 < ζ < 1 and ζ > 1, and Mf = 10 and Ms = 100.

5.5.2

Effects in Revenues

Figure 5.4 plots the revenues obtained by the feeder and the seeker MNOs after successful
agreement on a proposal offer in a negotiation trade. Once a proposal offer from either a feeder
or a seeker is accepted in the negotiation trade and a collaboration is formed, the plots show
that both participants would at least benefit with an increment in revenues from their initial
revenues. However, the rate of increment from initial revenues are dependent on strategies:
ζf and ζS values. Notice that if any one of the participant is taking Boulware strategy then
negotiation agreement could be met at much better offers as compared to its reservation price,
and this participant could generate a much better revenues. However, if both participants are
following Boulware strategy then the feeder MNO has much improved revenue. The case when
the seeker takes Boulware strategy and the feeder takes Conceder strategy is favorable to the
seeker as it generates much higher revenues for them as compared to other cases.
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Figure 5.5: Before and after collaboration average per user data rate of the feeder and the seeker
MNOs.

5.5.3

Effects in Average per User Data Rate

Fig. 5.5 plots before and after collaboration average per user data rate obtained by users of the
feeder and the seeker MNOs. As seen in the plot, notice that average per user data rate of the
feeder MNO after collaboration is decreased while the seeker MNO’s average per user data rate
is increased above the threshold value of 0.5 Mbps per user. This is because both MNOs try
to serve possible maximum number of users to increase their revenues while maintaining the
required average data rate per user. Following this, the feeder MNO serves some extra MSs
of the seeker MNO using its own network resources. While, the seeker MNO improves the
average per user data rate by reducing its number of MSs to serve by transferring some of its
MSs to get service by utilizing the network resources of the feeder MNO.

5.5.4

Effects in System Capacity

The plots in Figure 5.6 show the system capacity of the seeker MNO that is obtained after
collaboration and compared with the case of no collaboration. From the plots, notice that collaboration improves the system capacity of the seeker MNO by enabling some of its MSs served
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Figure 5.6: Before and after collaboration comparison of system capacity of the seeker MNO.

by utilizing the feeder MNO’s network resources. However, the number of MSs getting served
by the feeder could be limited depending on the number of MSs belonging to the feeder MNO,
Mf . In this regards, the system capacity of the seeker MNO would be dependent on Mf since
it dictates how many extra MSs the feeder would be able to serve using its network resources
while maintaining the average data rate per user. From simulation, the average number of MSs
that the feeder could serve while maintaining the average data rate per user is 56. Hence for
given Mf = 10, the feeder could collaborate to serve extra MSs belonging to the seeker MNO,
i.e., at most m∗s = 46. While, the seeker MNO requires at most ms = 35 number of its users
to get served by the feeder MNO to maintain its average data rate per user. Since ms ≤ m∗s ,
the feeder MNO can serve all of the extra 35 MSs belonging to the seeker MNO. From the
Figure 5.6, system capacity of seeker MNO after collaboration is improved as compared to no
collaboration in average by 19.07%.
Similarly, for the feeder MNO, the network resources are well utilized after serving extra
MSs belonging to the seeker MNO, i.e., ms = 35. Now, the total number of users getting service from the feeder MNO’s network resources is increased from Mf = 10 to Mf + ms = 45.
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Figure 5.7: Before and after collaboration comparison of system capacity of the feeder MNO.

(Mf +ms )

Moreover, the feeder MNO experience lower average per user data rate at ρf

while main-

taining the average per user data rate than the minimum rate requirement, ρf,min = 0.5 Mbps,
as shown in Figure 5.5. Also, the revenues obtained by the feeder MNO after collaboration is
not less than the initial revenues as shown in Figure 5.4. Finally from the Figure 5.7, system
capacity of feeder MNO after collaboration is improved as compared to no collaboration by
56.6%.
Comparison with Different Resource Allocation Schemes
Now, it is straightforward that small number of Mf could result in more improvement in system
capacity for the seeker MNO with collaboration as compared to no collaboration since more
number of MSs belonging to the seeker could get served by the feeder. However, the average
increment in system capacity would also depend upon the schemes to be used for resource allocations. Hence, here it would be interesting to verify the significance of my proposed resource
allocation schemes in Chapter 4, i.e., MCBR. For this purpose, I consider two scenarios with
different number of MSs belonging to the feeder MNO: Mf = 10 and Mf = 30. Now, I compare my proposed MCBR schemes with other BR strategy schemes as mentioned in Chapter 4
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with the simulation parameters indicated in Table 4.1. I average the performance for 100 randomly generated deployments of SAPs that belong to two MNOs in a cluster and its associated
MSs.
From Figure 5.8, notice that all the schemes has improvement in average system capacity of
the seeker MNO with collaboration as compared to no collaboration. Moreover, as the number
of Mf increases, compare Figure 5.8 (a) and (b), the corresponding average system capacity
improvement after collaboration is decreased for all the schemes. This is due to the fact that
now the feeder MNO could serve fewer number of MSs belonging to the seeker. Also, the
plots in Figure 5.8 (a) and (b) signifies the benefits of MCBR schemes. As compared to the BR
strategy schemes, both proposed MCBR schemes provides with better average system capacity,
for both before and after collaboration. Thus, the increment of Mf from 10 to 30 does not have
significant effect on the average system capacity of a seeker MNO while using MCBR schemes.
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Figure 5.8: Before and after collaboration comparison of average system capacities of the seeker
MNO with different resource allocation schemes. (a) for Mf = 10, Ms = 100 and (b) for
Mf = 30, Ms = 100.
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Comparison with Shared Networks
The plots in Figure 5.9 compare the average system capacity of the seeker MNO that is obtained
while standalone, sharing the network resources with the feeder MNO, and in collaboration
with the feeder MNO, for the two cases: (i) Mf = 10 and (ii) Mf = 30, given Ms = 100
remains fixed. Significant improvement in average system capacity can be observed for both
cases while sharing the network resources. However note that, there is a significant drop in
the average system capacity by 22.46% when Mf is increased from 10 to 30. Sharing the
network resources provide with improved average system capacity for both cases as compared
to collaboration. But this improvement comes from the fact that the whole network resources
of the feeder MNO is utilized by the seeker MNO. Since, the number of MSs belonging to
the seeker MNO is comparatively large then that of the feeder MNO, the revenues obtained
by each of them following equation (5.1) would not be favorable to both. The indifference
in the revenues obtained by the feeder and seeker MNO for the two cases can be observed
in Figure 5.10. Unsurprisingly, there is a large decline in revenues of the feeder MNO while
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sharing the network resources with the seeker MNO for both cases. Obviously, such a result
would not motivate the feeder MNO to share its network resources with the seeker MNO, and
hence signifies the importance of considering negotiation to reach an agreement with suitable
MNO(s) that could offer each party with collaboration gains as a motivation behind sharing
network resources. Also, recall from Figure 5.4 that the revenues obtained by the feeder and
the seeker MNO after collaboration for the case of Mf = 10 and Ms = 100 is not less than the
initial revenues.

5.6

Summary

In this chapter, collaboration among MNOs were discussed in details. The essential operations
in the CMM module of the CCRM framework such as policy-based multi-operator collaboration
and negotiation among MNOs are briefly presented. Depending upon the policy profile of a
MNO to be a seeker or a feeder, a negotiation trade can be initiated. An agreement upon a
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proposal offers indicate that both the participants in the negotiation trade could benefit while
collaborating. Such that, the seeker would benefit by enabling some of their users to get served
by the network resources of the feeder MNO. Thus, improving average per user data rate of
their users. While, the feeder MNO benefits by serving more users and hence generating more
revenues from their under-utilized network resources. Such collaboration ensures that both the
participants are achieving benefits such as: improved revenues, enhanced level of services (for
MSs of the seeker MNO), and improved system capacity in SCNs.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1

Conclusion and Discussion

In this dissertation, I consider resource management within multi-operator based small cell
networks. Radio coverage is one of the most important issue to subscribers and an important
dimension for operators to compete. Other issues such as brand name and customer service
becomes irrelevant if operators could not provide coverage in the areas of subscribers’ interest.
Traditionally with macrocell coverage, infrastructure deployment were expensive and sharing
physical location with competitors could result losing differentiation for an operator. But with
small cells, differentiation on that basis is less of an importance as deployment cost of small
cells are largely reduced. However, an operator can still remain a key player based on their
ownership of the licensed spectrum. Under such circumstances, network sharing (both spectrum and infrastructure) among multiple operator would be difficult to attain, despite notable
network performance enhancement opportunities. To this regard, first of all I present a general network architecture of multi-operator based SCNs that includes feature of cooperative
resource allocation and multi-operator collaboration. It promotes network-wide coordination
among multiple operators and extension of service from small cells of operators. Thus retaining proper resource utilization by serving subscribers who need not necessarily belong to the
operator, i.e., improving subscribers base by providing service to the combined market share of
multiple operators.
Considering location centric cooperation among small cells of an operator to perform dynamic distributed resource allocation to its users, I categorize small cell BSs into three groups
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based on their functionality: SP, SAP and SPP. SP mainly acts as a relay node for information
sharing among neighboring SPs of an operator. SAP performs resource allocation to users that
includes coverage and radio resources. SPP acts as a logical point to connect to C-RAN of an
operator. It promotes information sharing among small cells in neighborhood that is important
to individual SAPs during resource allocation to their users.
To this regard, I introduce CCRM framework that enables multiple operators to reach to
an agreement, through negotiation, for collaboration that would allow subscribers of an operator to utilize the network resources of other operators. The multi-operator collaboration is
performed at MNOs’ C-RAN through which radio network edge resources, both spectrum and
infrastructures, of a MNO can be utilized for subscribers belonging to other MNOs. The CCRM
framework consists of two main functionality: cooperation among SAPs of a operator for radio resource allocations to their users, and collaboration among multiple operators to enable
network resources of one operator to be utilized by subscribers of others.
In chapter 4, I studied variants of BR strategies for SAPs, non-cooperative and cooperative,
for the distributed resource allocations problem. Here, I model the problem as a multi-agent
game, where each player repeatedly and simultaneously best-responds to others’ actions. The
traditional BR dynamics rely on the fact that players are coordinated to take turns at bestresponding to others’ actions and this requires centralized schedulers such that at each time-slot
only a single player is chosen to update its strategy, i.e., sequential move. On the other hand, if
all players are allowed to switch their strategies at every time-slot (i.e., all players make simultaneous move), an oscillation can occur between some set of strategy profiles, and this would
greatly degrade the network performance. To overcome the requirement of centralized coordination in BR strategy, I proposed stochastic BR dynamics based SBDSS algorithm where each
SAP updates its strategy with some selection probability. The randomness allows to perform
uncoordinated sequential updates without the requirement of any centralized scheduler, and
also avoids simultaneous moves that would have resulted with an oscillation among some set of
strategy profiles. Next, I show that by regulating players to perform coordinated actions while
opting to update to their BR strategies could allow multiple players to switch their strategies at
each time-slot. In this regard, I proposed CBDSS algorithm, where with provision of information exchange among SAPs, the total number of SAPs who could simultaneously switch to their
BR strategy at each time-slot is increased to at most the number of available strategies. Such
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coordinated actions eventually speed-up convergence to a steady-state. However, I noted that
strategy update following BR dynamics does not necessarily converge to a pure strategy NE.
Hence, to guarantee for the existence of steady-state, I utilized the concept of MC to design the
learning rule for the distributed subchannel allocation problem with an objective to maximize
welfare of the SCNs, defined as the total system capacity. The proposed MCBR algorithm requires limited information feedback, i.e., only for the sensing subchannel from other links in
the neighborhood, and is verified to be an EPG: thus ensures convergence to a pure strategy NE.
The simulation results shows that MCBR algorithm is able to achieve significant performance
improvement in terms of convergence speed, system capacity, fairness, and interference. Here,
I conclude that efficient subchannel allocation is achievable in a distributed network if some
sort of self-awareness is introduced to decision-makers’ learning rules, such that each decisionmaker adapts to improve some measure of the influence caused by its actions to others in the
network in addition to improving its own performance.
In chapter 5, I consider for collaboration formation among multiple operators as an motivation for network sharing to allow subscribers of one operator getting service from others.
Multi-operator collaboration is beneficial to operators as it provides with collaboration gains
to the operators, such as: maintain services to users with improved network resources availability, avoiding situations of under-utilization of radio network resources, improve revenues
by providing service to increased subscriber base of the combined market share, and maintain network services to subscribers regardless of coverage through BYOD environment. In
short, multi-operator collaboration would allow operators to offer small cells “as a service”
to users, with access to wireless connectivity anywhere regardless to their operator’s network.
An operator determines its policy profile as a seeker or a feeder depending on the resources
availability and its utilization. Negotiation trades are established among operators, a seeker
and a feeder, such that upon agreement at an offer both collaborating operators are benefited,
i.e., win-win policy at agreement for both the participants. The negotiation trade participants
follow an alternating-offers protocol where the negotiators propose and respond alternatively.
The actions, in response to proposal offer, available to the participants are: accept, reject and
counter-offer, and quit. Hence, the offer at agreement is acceptable to both of the participants
of the negotiation trade. Upon collaboration, the seeker benefits by maintaining services to
more users despite having limitation of resources, and also improving their revenues. While
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the feeder benefits by improving their subscriber base by serving more users, generating more
revenues, and avoiding under-utilization of their network resources.

6.2

Directions for Future Works

The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in several directions considering the
trend in cellular wireless networks. Some of the potential direction that can be followed are as
below.

6.2.1

Presence of Cooperative and Non-cooperative Small Cells in the
Network

First of all, while considering distributed resource allocation among small cells of an operator, there can exist some scenarios where the small cells may or may not follow the bestresponse strategy dependent on utility defined by the operator. The presence of non-cooperative
small cells may influence the performance of other small cells in mutual cooperation with each
other. In such cases, it would be necessary to design a motivational framework for those noncooperative small cells to act in mutual cooperation with others for the benefit of overall network. This would result in forming negotiation between the non-cooperative small cell and the
cooperative small cells to reach to an agreement for collaboration such that the network as a
whole could benefit.

6.2.2

Subscribers Initiated Service Demands

The collaboration between multiple operators in this dissertation is considered from the operators’ point of view. Depending upon resources availability and its utilization, the operators’
policy profile to be a seeker or a feeder is determined. Moreover, to make sustainable BYOD
environment, subscribers belonging to other operators should be able to initiate service demands
from operator(s) in their current location. This would create flexibility to operators to gain market share depending upon their network resources availability and hence potentially overcome
under-utilization of their network resources.
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6.2.3

Multiple Negotiation Trades

In this work, I presented model for simultaneous bilateral negotiation, where the progress of
one negotiation trade can alter the behavior of negotiator in other co-existing negotiation trades.
However, in simulation results I presented for only one negotiation trade between a feeder
and a seeker. With multiple negotiation trades, the offers proposed by a participant following
alternating-offers protocol will be affected by their received offers in other negotiation trades.
This would be beneficial to the participant since it will have flexibility to reach to an agreement for collaboration with the one resulting them with most desirable outcome. Moreover,
the participant can follow different strategy, either Boulware strategy or Conceder strategy, in
simultaneous negotiation trades and manipulate the outcome of the negotiation.
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